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SUMMARY

Although more than a decade has passed since the
1954 Supreme Court decision, most public schools tn the
South remain unintegrated. Only in part can this be
explained by Negro fears of white reprisals. This
report was designed to examine factors which were related
to the probability that a Negro mother would enroll her
child in a formerly all white school under a plan whereby
she is the ultimate decision-maker. An attempt was then
made to test several models of selected sets of inter-
related variables.

The Orange County, North Carolina, school district,
havl.ng opted for a freedom-of-choice plan, was sampled
for mothers choosing integration and mothers choosing
segregation for their children. By means of question-
naires administered by specially trained Negro females,
both groups of mothers (N = 207) were interviewed. The
data WES later coded and analyzed.

The following factors were found to be significantly
related to the probability of the mother making a
decision to enroll the child in an integrated school:
valuation of education, perception of educational faci-
lities differential, educational expectations, (inversely)
perception of Vsegro social approval, valuation of de-
segregation, knowledge of the environment and powerless-
ness. Two models were tested, modified as a result of
the partial correlations obtained, and a fused model of
the two tested models vas constructed. The important
causal variables found were: knowledge of the environ-
ment, powerlessness, valuation of desegregation and
valuation of education.

The researcher noted a conflict between rising black
pride and desire for quality and quantity education,
usually white cantrolled. A plan for the establishment
of supplemental, community controlled schools teaching
black culture was proposed to lessen the conflict. To
increase desegregation it was suggested that integration
be made a dual process: whites to "blacku schools and
blacks to hwhite schools.
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INTRODUCTIO

Introduction

In nay of 1954, the United States Supreme Court

culminated a series of earlier decisions concerning

racial segregation and discrimination by declaring
segregation in public education to be Ha denial of the

equal protection of the law."1 One year later, imple-

mentation of the 1954 decision was delegated to the lower

courts "to take such proceedings and enter such orders

and decrees consistent with this opinion as are necessary

and proper to admit to public schools on a racially non-

discriminatory basis wit4 all deliberate speed the

parties to these cases."4 One latent consequence of

these decrees has been the enrichment of literature on

the Negro American, especially as pertainsto his nature,

his rights, his aspirations and his needs.-) Another has

been the institutionali?-ationi by state law and/or
practice, of avoidance, evasion and delaying tactics,

manifestly designed to hinder implpmentation of the 1954

decision, especially in the South. The legal attempts

to avoid desegregation consequpnces are encompassed by

the following four categoriesv)

1. Institution of doctrines of interposition and
nullification.

2. Disqualification of potential plaintiffs and

suits.
3# Changes in the classification bases of separa-

tion from "race" to "scholastic aptitude,"
"psychological aptitude" and "free-choice."

4. Separation of the operation of the schools from

the state.

Ey late 1965 (the time when the researcher first

came into contact with southern school systems), the

attempts at interposition and nullification, as well as

those of disqualification, had proven to be unsuccessful

at preventing desegregation. Also, the racial separation
of schools on the part of the state was proving itself a

very costly and unsatisfactory strategy (in its highwater

attempt by the Norfolk, Virginia, school system).
Separate schools occurring by "free-choice," however, are
still in existence as this report is being completed.
The success of "free-choice" or "freedom-of-choice" plans,

for their proponents, lies in the fact that Negroes
living in "free-choice"-opting school districts seemingly
have chosen not to enroll children in white schools in
large numbers.
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This researcher has been led to an interesting
question which, it seems, has largely been ignored by
previous invesWators. One may nate the small number
of integrators, concluding that "free-choice" plans do
not meet the "with all deliberate speed" criteria set up
by the Supreme Court in 1955, and seek other means of
implementing the will of the Court.

Some civil rights leaders contend that it is un-
realistic to expect that southern Negro parents will ever
initiate voluntary transfers of their children to pRe-
dominantly white schoolsr,to any significant extent.0
Indeed, Lomax and others( make the point that having to
apply for transfer gives the Negro the feeling of
changing schools in order to be with white people.
"This is a difficult psychological hurdle for southern
Negroes to overcome. The truth, on the whole, is that
they don't want to be with white people as such. They
do want the best schools however..."-' Lomax obviously
recognizes the existence of the problem, yet, his ex-
planations for its existence are based not on any docu-
mented research, but apparently on his own interpretation
of "reality." Indeed, he does not offer any explanation
of why pny Negroes would voluntarily apply for transfers
to white schools.

Lomax brings up an interesting point in his supposi-
tion that "Hegroes do want the best schools." One takes
as an assumption that white schools are "better" than
Negro schools. If this assumption is, in fact, true,
then the lack of larger numbers of Negro transfers to
white schools under "free-choice" plans becomes even more
puzzling. One solution to this dilemma might be that
white schools are not "better" in facilities or as a
source for potential academic achievement of Negro stu-
dents. Another answer is that Negroes may possibly
"perceive" segregated black schools to be the educational
equivalent and the achievement-potential superior to the
white schools.

Relevant to the former solutionnare the conclusions
of a recent report by James Coleman. The report con-
cludes that the quality of the schools attended by the
average white is higher than the quality of the schools
attended by.the average Negro, but the averap,e differences
in quality are not as high as had been previously thought.
Further, Negroes are found to be more affected by the
quality of a school than are whites. In terms of achieve-
ment, the report finds that the earlier the grade that
integration occurs, and the greater the amount of

-3-
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desegregation, the higher the achievement level of the
Yegro students. The report goes ,on to suggest that while
integration on the basis of race and socio-economio class
improves achievement levels, it does so conditionally,
under the circumstances that the Negro population is less
than 50/i of the total school population and that at least
5014 of the student population is middle or upper class.
Also, it might be noted that uncins these imposed condi-
tions, both Negro and white achievement levels increase.

The validity of the second solution, that Negroes
perceive black schools as being equal or superior to
white schools, is more difficult to assess. An indi-
vidual's ',perception's of reality may be a logically de-
rived function of an objective comparison between
different categories. However, the nperceptionn may
also be conceived as the subjective justification of.the
consequences of an action. Thus, in the former case the
individual compares phenomena and, other things being
equal (which they rarely are), choosp§ the more rewarding
one--in this case the better school." In the latter
case the individual, a product of his environment and
milieu, makes a decision (perhaps on an other-than
rational basis), and then attempts to justify the
correctness of the decision by devaluation of the desira-
bility and,reward-producing power of the rejected al-
ternative," here subjectively increasing the quality of
the chosen school. Since it is not yet possible to
separate the logical before-the-fact evaluation from the
after-the-fact justification when data ib collected
after the decision has been made, this study will examine
differences in perceptions favoring lesegregation as
beliefs and evaluations currently held by the two groups,
intertrators and non-integrators. If we can determine
commonalities among the integrators 77hich do not exist
within the non-integrators, we may also move toward the
answers to questions involving problems of Negro partici-
pation/non-participation in many desegregated activities.

Therefore, the study will attempt to answer the
question: 7,11y, under a free-choice system do some regroes
enroll in desegregated schools, while other Fegroes
continue to enroll in previously segregated black schools?
The first problem that confronted the researcher, as seen
in the preceding paragraph, was the choice of unit of
analysis. One possible unit would have been the
individual. This choice would have dictated a clearly
psychological orientation involving the cognitions in-
volved in decision-making, using projective techniques.
and in-depth questioning, etc., and perhaps ultimately
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permittinx us to explain the factord involved in the
decisions of a number of individuals4 The researoher
decided that while the individual would have been a
quite acceptable choice, a more relevant choice for his
purposes would be the "group" as the basic unit of analy-
sis. He would, thus, obtain information from individuals,
but would analyze the data in terms of groups, using as
his two groups the 'oreak-down into non-integrators and
integrators that had occurred by choice of school. One
factor in the choice of the group as his unit of analysis
was that the use of those techniques which would involve
higher levels of interviewer skills than were available
(a problem that occurs with the administration of some
projective techniques) 'could then be bypassed in favor of
more widely accepted scales and indices easily adminis-
tered by lesser-skilled interviewers. In addition, the
question to which the study is addressed implies compari-
son and distinction betwLien individuals on the basis of
the group into which their decision placed them. It seems
to this researcher that there are broader theoretical as
well as policy implications in dQtermining the character-
istics and general decision-making factors affecting
groups of people than in determining why individual "A"
made his decision and noting that individual Bn made the
same decision, but probably from a widely dtverse con-
sideration of different factors.

Another problem confronting the researcher was the
lack of precise terminology, especially as concerns
several of the key concepts being dealt with in this
study. First, a school will be termed a "desegregated
school" when more than one Negro student had been enrolled
in a previously all white public school. This definition
permits us to delimit the study, helping to avoid the
possible complexities imposed by the consideration of
problems inherent in "pioneering" integration. The school
district to be sampled Ks considered to be a "desegre-
gated school district,"14 since it contained several
schools which, as defined above, are desegregated schools.
Second, the term "Negro" will be used to refer to any
person who tends to act towards himself and others (and
us treated by others) as having different life chances
than other persopp, called "whites," and who hes "any
Negro ancestry.") Operationally, a person will be
defined as a Negro if listed i%s a Negro parent or guardian
of a Negro child on the school records of that child, as
on file in the office of the school principal in the
various schools in the county. A "Negro community" will,
therefore, be defined as a group of Negroes who usually
reside in close proximity, enctage in common recreation,
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practice endnamy and engage in other forms of social

interaction.v* discussion of the Negro community in

which the study took place, as well as an examination of

the changes in the "mood" of this community and the

larger surrounding white community over the course of

this study, appear later in the report, entitled,

"Definition of the Situation."

Previous Research

The relative paucity of research in the immediate

field of inquiry presented & temporary difficulty for

the selection of relevant research vriables. In the

area of Negro decision-making in desegregated school en-

rollment, the situation most comparable to the research

reported here, only three,ptudies have been found in

the literature. Crockettl, compared the Negro high school

students who transferred to newly desegregated formerly

white schools with those who decided to remain in the

predominantly Negro schools. Crockett was interested

solely in "social class" determinants and found no sig-

nificant relationships when "social class" was used as a

distinguishing "causal" variable. Crockett's study does

not prove itself useful for our purposes since he ig-

nored End did not statistically (or experimentally)

control for possible intervening variables such as

friendships among the students, tics to the particular

school itself, or the possible factor of parental (or

other adult) influence on the decision of the child. In

other words, Crockett held to the tenuous assumption that

the decision was made by the child, "with all other

factors being equal." 4einstein and Geisel" dealt with

the parental decision to send children to desegregated

schools. They found that the 14egro families who sent

their children to the Negro schools were lower in socio7

economic status than the Negro families who sent their

children to desegregated white schools. Socio-economic

class was measured here by the use of mother's education

and father's occupation, and eachgwas found to be signifi-

cantly related to tho "favorable-11 decision. Thus, no

clear, unconflicting pattern emerges as to the effect

of socio-economic class or status on the decision to

enroll a child in a desegregated white school. Further,

even if a clear effect were to be observed, one might

wonder as to the causal effect of socio-economic class,

since socio-economic status itself is at best a static

indicator of b. variable factor, a style of life or an un-

crystallized pattern of behaviors. At any rate, no

attempt was made to relate the interacting variables in

a causally linked pattern.



Saenger,18 in an assessment of the Open Enrollment
Program in New York City, ninterviewed matched pairs of

predominantly Negro parents who volunteered (or declined)

to have their children bussed to desegregated elementary

schools." He reports that the parents of children who

transferred had higher innmes, more education and more

prestigious occupations."/ In addition, n23 out of the

34 parents from the transfer group, but only 12 of the 33

parents from the non-transar group, had completed a high

school education or more.n" In this researcher's pre-
test of his questionnaire, it might be noted, it was

found that 14 of 17 integrating mothers, but only 3 of 18

non-integrating mothers, had received any post-high
school educational training (if cutting points were
placed at high school graduation, the figures became 17

of 17 integrator mothers, and 12 of 18 non-integrator
mothers, thus confirming Saenger's finding). As in the

other studies, Saenger's incomplete controls (or total
lack of any controls) allowed possible extraneous varia-

tion to enter into the study. For example, Saenger deals

only with nbussingn and not the question of integration

itself. The question of how much additional variance is
added to the variable of integration decision by the
institution of transportation is left unanswered. Also,

since the study took place in the North, one is left to

wonder what differences would occur in a rural area where

de facto real estate segregation and the pattern of semi-
neighborhood schools were not relevant considerations.
It should be noted that ;3aenger does suggest that
knowledge of the environment also may play a part in his

results. Ze notes that 19 of 33 nrefusern or non-
integrator parents he contacted said that they were un-

aware that their children had had an opportunity to

transfer. Saenger indicates it May be that these
children failed to deliver thenflips sent home by the
schools to explain the program" or the parents may not
have read them. However, it should be noted that com-
munity newspapers as well as local radio, newspaper and
TV communications media have given frequent attention and
publicity to forthcoming school registration days.
Saenger is implicitly suggesting that the greater the
knowledge of the environment in which the individual
exists, which is a function of his contact with communica-
tions medic, the more likely the individual is to engage
in non-refuser behavior, whereas the less knowledge of
the environment, the less likely to know that the oppor-
tunity for non-refuser behavior exists.

Another study, this one by Cagle and Beker, 22 con-

ducted in a medium-sized northern city with a Negro

-7-



population of about 5 per cent, found that the acceptors
and refusers of (voluntary) bussing-desegregation were
roughly comparable, especially with regard to social
status indicators. Further, ordinal birth position of
the child did not relate to the decision. The only
difference found was tho lower frequency of expectation
of the refuser parent to have the child finish more than
a high school education. The authors suggest that a
minority of the acceptors my have lowered their expecta-
tions for their children upon contact with the higher
e.chievinr and moro academically competitive setting
represented by the predominantly white middle class. The
results of the Cagle and Beker study are consistentnwith
the results of the study by Luchterhand and Weller,4J
who, in & study done in New Rochelle, using measures of
social class as their prime independent variable, suggest
that "deciders" and "non-deciders" were relatively
similar, except that a greater proportion of the parents
of "deciders" belonged to the VAACP and to the Urban
League. Luchterhand and ivieller seem to ignore the point
that the Urban League attracts the upper-middle and
upper classes to its membership while the NAACP, until
recently, WES considered a rather regpte and radical
organization by the Nepero community.4"v

From the above few studies, we see that most of the
literature pertaining directly to the decision to enroll
a child in a desegregated school deals with the decision
as some inconsistently demonstrated function of social
class measured in various ways. In none of the studies
is there an attempt to specify any other independent
variables or to relate them in some causal sequence and
test derived models. Summing up the studies, including
suggestions, the following variables and types of
relationships are presented in Table 1. From the Table,
then, we can say that this aspect of school integration
has not yielded consistent findings, nor has much
published research been devoted to Negro participation
in integration.

Other research has been relevant to shedding some
light on a possible underlying theoretical linkage. One
might briefly examine the primary basis of Negro-white
relationships in the past from a framework of "super- og
ordination-subordination," as suggested by Georg Simme1.4°J
Simmel suggests super-subordination as an asymetrical
form of association based on superio;Aty exercised by an
individual, a group or a principle."`"' he notes, however
that this position cannot be maintained unless "there ig
a reciprocal action of the inferior upon the superior."47
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In other words, there- must occur to some extent
',acceptance of their status by the lower group. H28

Further, given the belief-behavior system of the sub-
ordinate-superordinate relationship, we might expect to
find either acceptance or rejection of the subordinate
role. Indeed, we might ask how the Negro has reacted to
the subordinate status he was foroed to assume, an
illustration of which is the initiation andjAintenance
of segregated, unequal facilities. Johnson47 has
suggested the4t behavior usually falls into one of several

basic patterns: acceptance, direct hostility and ag-

gression, or indirect, udeflectedn hostility. He further
points out that these patterns seem to be more easily
discernable in Southern-born Negroes. Thus, to the degree
that a Negro would reject the belief system of the sub-
ordinated, we could then expect a rejection of the be-
haviors associated with segregated, subordinate status.

We can then suggest that Negroes who enroll their children

in desegregated schools are more likely to have rejected
the values of segregation, and, indeed, have higher
valuations of desegregation of all facilities in the

community. In addition, reference group theory would
suggest that ',higher', status and/or socially mobile
Negroes are most likely to emulate the white, middle class

way of life.0 Kleiner and Parker conclude that:

Negroes in the higher status positions tend to
have values more similar to those of the white
middle class, stronger desires to associate with
whites, more internalization of negative atti-
tudes toward other Negroes and relatively weaker
ethnic identificatlon than individuals in lower
status positions.Ju

They also suggest that higher status reference groups are
the primary determinant of patterns of ethnic identifica-
tion among mobile urban Negroes and other groups exerting
secondary influences, but do not test this. Romans
advances thQ.thought of social approval as a generalized
reinforcer,J1 and Lewis found that the Negro comiunity
exhibited a distinct and conscious class system.3
Frazier pointed out that:

Middle class Negroes have been able to enjoy a
certain prestige and status behind the wall of
segregation which would be threatened by de-
segregation. Moreover, middle class Negroes
enjoy a certain emotional security by not being
forced into competitlon with whites in the
American community.)-2
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Thus, we find that contradictory predictions could be
made suggesting causes for integratin7 and causes for not
integrating.

Cagle end Beker touch lightly on educat)Ipnal expec-
tations and educational aspirations. Sewell,* found a
relationship between educational aspirations and social
status in the white community, while Kleiner and Parker35
also found a direct relationship existing in the Negro
community between high social status and pducational
aspirations for children. Further, Bel13° finds the edu-
cational aspirations of 'iogro mothers for their children
to be related to their own educational attainment. And,
according to Westie and Howard,37 hi6her occupational
status Negroes express lower social distance toward
whites in general and Wigher occupational status whites
in particular. Cothren-)u also found a relationship
between social class and expressed negative responses
toward whites with the lower classes showing more uni-
formly unfavorable attitudes than the upper and middle
classes. Thus, we miy sum up a list of variables, from
the literature, which are related either directly or in-
directly (as effects of social class and, thus,
possibly interacting with another fteffectu of social
class) to the decision of a Negro mother to enroll her
child in a formerly white, now desegreFated school. (See
Table 2)

Results of a pretest conducted in Durham, North
Carolina, suggested several other variables. It should
be mentioned that the pretest was used as, what is
popularly called in the scientific community, a nfishing
expedition.")Y Several uhunchesn of the researcher's
were subjected to study and although most of these
variables washed out, several others could not be re-
jected out of hand. Since there were only 35 inter-
views conducted during the pretest and selection of sub-
jects was not conducted in a completely random manner,
no statistical significance could be justified. But the
more interesting of these variables were included on the
final form of the questionnaire and include:

Perceived Educational Differential (perceived by
parents, between white end Negro schools)

Required Education
Skin Color
Perceived Opportunities for Desegregation
Distance Differential

These, thenewore the variables with which we decided to
work in order to construct a model of decision-making



behavior reFarding the choice of enrolling a child in a

desegregated, formerly all-white school or in a segre-

gated, formerly Tegro school,

TABLE 2

VARIP.BLES PRESENTED BY RESEARCHER

Relevant Authors-
Researchers rentioned

Weinstein-Geisel

Kleiner-Parker

Cothran, Westie-Howard

Cagle-Beker, Weinstein-Geisel

Cagle-Beker, Bell, Sewell,
Kleiner-Parker

Cagle-Beker

Variables

Anomie

Anti-Negro Expression

Anti-White Expression

Birth Order

Educational Aspirations

Educational Expectations

Education of Female Parent

Knowledge of the
Environment

NAACP/Urban League
Membership

Occupation of Male Parent

Powerlessness

Social Approval

Valuation of Desegregation

Cagle-Beker, Luchterhand-
Weller, Weinstein-Geisel

Saenger

Weinstein-Geisel

Cagle-Beker, Saenger,
Weinstein-Geisel

Luchterhand-Weller

Romans

Simmel, Kleiner-Parker,
Lewis, Frazier

The Sample

Sampling was accomplished by first obtaining from the
administrative office of each of the schools in the Orange
County School District a list of the names of all Negro
parents of children registered in Grades 1 through 5. The
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list was dichotomized into one of "integrators" and one
of "non-integrators" and a number assigned to each
parent on each list from a table of random numbers.
Since it had been decided previously that 222 parents
would be sampled and since there were only 65 integrator
parents listed, it was decided that all integrator parents
would be interviewed, with the remainder of the 222 being
proportioned among non-integrators according to the
number of Negro parents of children in each school in the

first five grades. These 222 subjects represented 1195
children enrolled in grades 1 through 5, 226 in desegre-
gated white schools and 969 in segregated Negro schools.

The final distribution of interviews was to be as noted

below in Table 3.

8chool

TABLE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF ANTICIPATED
AND COMPLETED LaTERVIEWS

Anticipated Completed
Interviews Interviews

Integrated:

Aycock
Cameron Park

Non-Integrated, Negro:

Cedar Grove
Central
Eflend Cheeks

Total

12

53

48
82
27

12
51

43
77
24

222 207

Although it had been anticipated that the mortality rate
of subjects would run to 10 per cent (including non-
responders, incorrect addresses and out-county mobility),
thus resulting in 200 completed interviews, the actual
mortality rate fell below the 10 per cent mark to about
7 per cent. Thus, 207 completed interviews were obtained,
or seven above the initial minimum of 200 upon which
funding estimates were computed. The interview subjects
were the Negro mothers of Negro children enrolled in
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grades one through five. It should be noted that the

decision to interview Negro mothers (rather than fathe/4s
or guardians) was made on the basis that in almost all

cases it was the mother of the child who registered the
child in elementary school, thus actualizing the de-
cision. Further, much of the literature sees a matri-
archal structure in the Negro community which would lead
one to expect that the decision itself would be made by
the child's mother rather than another member of the
family. The selection of the mother also allowed us to
avoid the introduction of extraneous variation into our
model without having to incorporate new variables into
the model and, thus, enlarging it pp unwieldy pro-
portions to handle this variation.4"u In this way, we
also avoid the pitfall of Crockett's research, for
example, where the child himself enters into the de-
cision-making process, as do the affectional ties of the
child to a particular school, yet without institution of
proper controls or consideration. The selection of
female subjects also suggested the requirement of female
interviewers since many women seem wary of opening their
doors to males with whom they are unacquainted and since
many interviews had to be conducted during evening hours.
Based on some helpful suggesp4ons by a colleague71 and
by the research in the areal-r`-' it was decided to have
Negro female interviewers, thus matching interviewer and
subject by sex and race. An earlier idea which would
have involved matching interviewer and subject by social
class was rejected, since there were several changes of
interviewer personnel during the course of the study and
matching would have had some interviewers completing
many more interviews than others, while not being as
proficient. Thus, the number of interviews an interviewer
was offered for her completion was based on her pro-
ficiency as demonstrated by the pretest and during the
prior training sessions, as well as her knowledge of the
intervie4pg principles expressed in the Interviewer's
2andbook.4.)

alulation

It would be well to mention a few words about the
population that was represented by the selected sample.
The Orange County school district (which excludes the
Chapel hill school system) was selected as a sample of
the 84 desegreated school districts of North Carolina as
listed with the Southern Education Reporting Service in
1965. The Orange County district ranks 42nd, or one
place above the median, in terms of the number of Negroes
enrolled in the district's schools, and in the middle
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third of the 80 school dispricts reporting both white and
Negro student enrollments." As in 70 of the 80 school
distriOs, the mEjority of registered students are
white.4" In 77 of the 84 districts (including our sample
district), deseeregation occurred voluntarily /Tither than
by court order.4° Examination of other records4( for
North Carolina have shown Orange County to be in the middle
one-third of all North Carolina counties in terms of
total population size, number of rural dwellers, and near
the median in number of urban dwellers, number of fami-
lies with annual incomes under '3,000, number of persons
unemployed and percentage of non-whites of the total
county population. Thus, conclusions drawn from the
study of this district would be generalizable across many
of North Carolina's desegregated school districts. It
should be noted that one final reason weighed in favor of
the choice of Orange County as the research site. It was
reasonably accessible to interviewers, the interviewer
supervisor and the principle investigator. Coupled with
the high level of cooperation offered by the School
Superintendent and School Board of Orange County, as well
as the principals end faculties of the schools them-
selves, most of the pragmatic criteria pointed to this
county as the most advantageous researoh site.

Definition of Variables

It was necessary to propose two types of definitions
for each of the variables under consideration. On the
one hand it was seen as necessary to understand what the
variable was defined as, on a conceptual basis, while on
the other hand it was necessary to measure the variable,
which was then considered to be a second definition, one
on the operational level. This distinction is mentioned
by B1alock40 who sugpests that two languages are needed
to bridge the gap between what we "understand" to be the
variable under study and how we measure that variable.
Frequently, to the disservice of the social sciences,
researchers have not made this distinction, and confusion
often results. Each of the variables, thus, was defined
first conceptually and then by reference to a particular
question or set of questions from the questionnaire.

Favorable Decision: This variable was defined as
the decision made by Negro parents to enroll a Negro
child in a formerly all-white, now legally desegregated
public elementary school. The variable ws measured by
the appearance on attendance lists on a formerly all-
white elementary school in Orange County of the name of
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the Negro child of the Negro parents. *.uestionnaires

numbered :rom 200 to 300 inclusive were used for these
subjects, thus allowing for immediate identification by

interview number. By measuring this variable in a con-
ventional 0-1 form, we may treat this variable with
interval-ration level measurement statistical procedures.

Powerlessness:
49 This varlAble was defined, as

previous y suggested by Seeman,,u as "the expectancy or
probability held by the individual that his own behavior
cannot determine the occurrence of the outcomes, or
reinforcements, he seeks." It was measured by items
40.1 through 50.2 in the questionnaire which were taken
from the more complete list of items as the I-E
(Internality-F%ternality) scale, by Hotter, et. al. 51

The scale measured the degree to which the subject felt

that he himself had control over the outcomes or rein-
forcements he sought, A low score on the scale indicated

a high level of alienation taken as powerlessness. The

scale, as adapted for this study, consisted of 11 forced-
choice items, scored in the internal (or non-powerless-
ness) direction by assigning a score of "1" for an
internal response and a score of "0" for.a response in
the external direction. The subject's score on the scale

was the summation of his scores for the individual items.
Thus, a score of 11 represented a point at the extreme
internal (or non-powerlessness) pole of an internal-
external continuum, whereas a score of 0 indicated extreme
powerlessness. For the hotter scale, the cutting points
suggested were 19 and 14; an individual scoring 19-23 is
labelled "internal," while one scorim 0-14 is labelled

"external." The rationale for these cutting points is
not entirely clear. ;However, not dealing with ordinal-
level measurement techniques, there ere no reasons
apparent why we could not deal directly with the indi-
vidual scores themselves, thus forgoing the questionable
practice of setting up arbitrary cutting points and
dealing directly with correlations between this variable
measurement and other measures of variables.

Educational guectations: This variable was defined
as the amount of education that a pc...rent anticipated her
child reoeivine., @yen all thi, possibl3 conditions which
might have affected the probability of a child's .

attendina school. The variable was measured by the use of

Item 25 on the questionnaire.

Perception of Positive Educational Differential:
This variable was defined as the discrimination between
two types of educational institution's of factors



influencing the quality of education obtained or ob-
tainable from the school. lie defined the factors as
"favorable" if they were perceived as culminating in an
evaluation which favored the formerly all-white school
end as "less favorable" to the degree that the evalu-
ation suggested any difference to be undiscornable or
favorinp the formerly all-Ne!Tro school. The variable
was measured by Items 26.1 through 26.5, and the
scoring was considered to result in ordinal level
measurement.

Valuation of Education:
52

This variable was
defined as the value placed on education by the parent,
in terms of the relative importance of education to her.
The variable was mcesurcd by Items 22.1 through 22.6
which were taken from a 22 item Li4qrt-type scale
developed by Rundquist and Sletto." The items have
been used on a wide range of subjects including high
school teachers, college students, members of classes
for the unemployed and men on relief. Persons respond
by selecting one of the five Likert-type alternatives.
Scoring of items which are positive toward education
were ranked from 5 (strongly agree) to 1 (strongly dis-
agree). Higher scores indicated a positive or high
value of education. In terms of reliability, a corrected
split half coefficient of .83 was reported for a sample
of 500 females and test-retest reliability of .85 for a
sample of 750 females. Rundquist and Sletto report some
evidence of concurrent validity and good content
validity.

arcaption of1TearcLaocialppproval: This variable
wes defined as the anticipation of a discernable level
of positive affect forthcoming from Negroes, contingent
upon a behavior to be performed by the subject in the
future. The variable was measured by Item 30 on the
questionnaire.

Force tion of White Social Peroval: This variable
was defined as the anticipation of a .discernable level of
positive affect forthcoming from whites, contingent upon
a behavior to be performed by the subject in the future.
This variable was measured by the product of the responses
to Items 29 and 34.3. The result gave a measure not only of
the perception of the degree of approval, but also a
weighting factor of the relative importance of the source
of approval as a source of approval. The same calcu-
lations were carried out for the variable "Perception of
Negro Social Approval."

Valuation of DesegreP;ation: 54 This variable was
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defined es the importance placed upon the process of de-
segregation by the parents of school children. It was
measured by Items 51.1 thragh 51.5. These items were
selected fron the "valuation oC desegregation" scale
constructed by Kelley, et. al.-)5 T heir 26 item scale
used a Thurstone-Likert procedure, ell items having
values smaller than 1.56. The subject responds to each
item on the 5 point continuum, with responses wcifrhted
from 4 (strongly agree to segregation) to 0 (strongly
disagree to sesremtion item). The subject is scored by
cumulating the endorsed weighted alternatives with
higher scores indicating low tolerance of desegregation
situations. Little chancse in the means of the samples
over a three year period (as well es little change in
the variances of the samples) infers scale reliability,
while content validity seems at least average; and there
is demonstration of approximately equal interval distri-
bution on the 11 point scale.

Shin Color: This variable was defined as the
tendency toward dark skin pigmentation of the subject.
Skin color was evaluated by the interviewer (who was
instructed on determinins the category into which differ-
ent gradations of dark skin fell). During the inter-
viewer training sessions, es well es the pretest situ-
ation, consistency across interviewer classifications was
achieved. The categories, known to all the interviewers,
are: light, medium and dark. The interviewer coded this
ordinal information ("0" for "light," "1" for "medium"
and "2" for "dark") in the space provided for it at the
bottom of the finalpage of the questionnaire. The
respondent was not informed of th skin color evaluation
et the time it took place.

Xnowledge of the Environment: This variable was
defined as the acquaintance of the subject with infor-
mation and sources of information about the world in
which she lives. This variable was measured by the
frequency and depth of the subject's exposure to mass
media (whose importance was suggested by the resillts Of a
pretest). This indicator was measured by the index
constructed from Items 35.1 through 36.6 inclusive.

AYR2a.u12_2922-alltIl on amt.:II:gins

The hypotheses tested for this report were generated
after the construction of several models--convenient
shorthand diagrams illustrOinG how a number of variables
arc linked to one another.'`' It should be noted that
model construction implies the notton of "causality" and
an ordering of the variables based upon previous research

ie.



firdin(vs an0./or some perceived time sequence. This
researcher feels that the use of model construction as a
rlethodoloerical tool takes the social sciences several
steps beyond the simple "A" is inversely/directly
related to ":)" stage of hypothesis testing in that vari-
ation can hcnceforth be considered as multiroli-caused,
rather than as a function ofthe agAion of only one
variable upon one other variable.f In the present
study, several models were constructed, the diagrams for
which appear in Figure 1.

1.odel

Model B

A
-V

X12 X2 Y

X12

\...:e

,% 11

"2

Fig. 1.--Diagrams of Proposed Models

Symbol representations are as follows:

X1 represents the variable Valuation of Education
represents the variable Perception of Educational
Facilities Differential

X1 represents the variable Educational Expectations
)7 represents the variable Perception of Negro Social

Approval
X10 represents the variable Perception of White

Social Approval



XII represents the variable Valuation of
Deseczegation

X12 represents the variable Knowledge of the
Environment

X13 represents the variable Powerlessness

Y represents the variable Favorable Decision,
the Dependent Variable

From each of thc models could be generated a series of
equations, which essentially were predictions or
hypotheses, given that the particular model accurately
depicted the course of the relationships between the
variables. Calculations for the individual equations
needed to derive the predictive equations when other
than zero-order correlations were used are to be found
in Appendix I.

Predictions for Model P;

AI rX12X2
AII

r2410y.711

AI11 -.4,p 0rX7Y.Xn

AIV I'f'..211.X1X31-"*""4

AV
r:;":121:10 °

rX12X7 .7

AVII
rX2X10'

AVIII

AIX rx..1z.7 0

0

rX1X11.X12X2',

Predictions for Yodel B

BI rly 7 0
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BII
111:12Y.X3X13X11

0

BIII

BIV

BV

v 0

rX 0

rx2y - 0

A correlation matrix was then obtained which involved
the correlating of each variable with every other
variable. The matrix appears in Appendix III. The
equations for the predictions drawn from each of the
models were then solved, tho obtained results compared
to the results which would have been obtained if the
model accurately depicted the interrelationships of the
variables, and the Droposed model modified according to
the data-specified relationship.



FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Before entering into a discussion of the findings, a
word of explanation about the symbols and terminology
used will be necessary. Each of the predictions for the
two models are given in the form of either zero-order
correlations or partial correlations. However, rather
than using an Requalso sign to signify that there should
be no relationship between the selected variables, we
have chosen to use an narrows!' which will be interpretable
as meaning that the relationship ',approaches!' zero rather
than being equal to zero. Researchers in the social
sciences are well aware of the many ways in which measure-
ment error enters Into scientists! aqempts to examine
the relitionships between variables.-)w Unfortunately,
although many means are used to check for error, success
is elusive. Use of the narrow!, in the prediction is an
acknowledgment that error in measurement will rarely
allow us to obtain the complete lack of a relationship,
even when the variables are not actually related. Thus,
we say that as our attempts to control for extraneous
sources of variation come closer to complete control, we
more closely approach the ideal, i.e., in this case the
lack of a relationship.

The solution6 to the equations appear in Table 4.

TABLE 4

OBTAINED CORRELATIONS,
F-SCORES AND SIGNIFICANCE

Prediction Correlation F -Lcorea Significance

Model A

rX12X2 .219 F=10.25 P .01

rX10Y-X11
= .038 F=.204 N.S.b

rX7Y.X11
.075 F=1.224 N.S.

rX2Y.X1X11 = .167 F=5.887 P .C3
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TABLE 4--Continued

=1.1.1.1.
Prediction Correlation F-Scorea Significance

rX12X10

r7412X7

rX2X10

rX2X7

rx1x7

rX1X10

rX12LX
V.111

rX7X10

r71X11X12X2

J4.12-2

rxig.x3x13x11

rX3X2

r:C-13X2

rX2Y.X11

Model P.

=NO

WORM

1111,

OlMNO

111

.094

.159

.076

.010

.179

.117

.196

.238

.068

F=1.845

F=5.94

F=1.23

F=.021

F=6.76

F=2.87

F=8.12

F=12.30

F=1.015

Y.S.

p < .05

N.S.

IT

p< .05

N.S.

p< .01

p< .001

N.3.

nodel B

=

=

=

=

.219

.059

.209

.199

.164

F=10.250

F=.606

F=9.430

F=8.610

F=5.712

p< .01

N.S.

p < .01

p . .01

p e . 05

aF-scores are computed in the following manner:
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For correlations, 2 variables

Fitu.2
.r2

-
(N. 2)

1-r2

For partial correlations
r212.3...

F1,N.K.1 = (N.K.1),

-- 12.3...

where N = N'umber of subjects

K = ITumber of variables plus 1

bY.S. = a ron-significant correlation

Examining the predictions for Model A, we find several
changes being necessitated in the model by our findings.
Our date suggests a relationship between the knowledge
an individual has of his environwent and his perception
of an educational differential. In other words, the more
aware the individual, the more likely that his awareness
will extend into the realm of educational facilities and
the more likely he is to perceive the existence of a
differential, ll_ls_u_RE9.2911t. One would wonder, then,
why the correlation is not inflated. Should not the
relationship be stronger? The answer to this question is

related to the "climate of opinion" in Orange County at
the time the study was conducted. ts will be seen from
the section entitled "Definition of the Situation," the
:Jcp-roes in Orange County were involved in a 'protest of
thc means and speed of school desegregation and into-

irration. -Thile many of the Negroes in the county thought
that schools ought to be desegrerrated for "race" reasons,
i.e., because the black studant was no less intelligent,
willing or able than the white student, many other Negroes
have had a pride of race awakened in them and have argued
that the black schools could be as "good" as the white
schools in terms of giving youngsters a quality education
and, in addition, could be more relevant for black
students since Negro teachers could teach Negro youths
(most subjects voiced the opinion that black teachers
"understood the problems of black students as well as, if
not better than, white teachers"). Therefore, consistent
conditions in the local community inconsistently affected
the responses that were made by the subjects. It is
interesting to note this apparent contradiction since it
is not restricted to one segment of the rural south. All
across this country a new pride in their race is being
awakened in black people. One can see this pride

2.4.7



manifested in the "Black is Beautiful" slogans or the
revived interest in black culture, black history and
blsck traditions extending back into the "dark"
continent, Africa. Some black leaders seem to dis-
tinguish between "blacks," i.e., those individuals who
are perceived to define themselves in relation to their
black cultural heritage, values and physical charac-
teristics, and "Negroes," i.e., those blacks who accept
the white definition of the Ne7ro as their self-
definition. This "negative" self-definition, some black
leaders would say, conceives of "natural" skin color or
hair texture es being inferior to that of the white and
involves the application of preparations to straighten
hair or lighten the skin color. It would appear that
there is a segment of the black community that would
reject the goal of integration, if integration were de-
fined as the loss of a recently found heritage. The new
black man, then, wishes to maintain his separate
identity while immersing himself in the "melting pot" of
America. Thus, a difference between schools in terms of
the facilities they possess may be readily visible, as
might be the case with the white and the black schools in
Orange County. But some black people see the black
schools as "their" schools where young black people can
be taught to "know themselves for what they are." From
his talks with some of the community leaders, the
researcher has learned that the predominant feeling of
these leaders, whether articulately or inarticulately
expressed, is that the goal of integration involves the
meeting and melding of two equal parts. These black
leaders feel that integration cannot be brought about
until thewhiLe man considers the black men as his equal
and until the black man sees himself as the equal of the
white man. The ccentradiction seems to be that "some saw
that which was, while others sew that which night be:"

The proposed Nodel P satisfactorily generates the
next two predictions regarding social approval and the
favorable decision. The equations suggested that there
was no relationship between X10, the perception of white
social approval, and Y, the favorable decision, or
between X7, the perception of Negro social approval and
Y, the favorable decision, except as X10 and are
mediated through X11, the valuation of desegregation.
We are saying, then, that no matter what the perceived
sources of approval, a favorable decision will not take
place unless desegregation resulting in daily social
contact with whites either is a goal of the parent for
the child or unless the parent sees value in the conse-
quences of desegregation. It should be noted that the
initial correlations between white social approval and
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the favorable decision and between Negro social approval

and favorable decision, before the effects of the indi-

vidualls valuation of desegregation were partialed out,

were .007 end -.208, respectively. The inverse corre-.

lation between Negro social approval and the favorable

decision would, if considered no further and in isolation

from previous research findings, suggest that as percetved

white social approval tends to increase, there would be a

decrease in thc probability of a favorable decision being

made, a relationship which does not prove out either

statistically or theoretically.

In equation four, the stronger relationship indicated

by our calculations than we would have been led to believe

existed by our model calls for a data-based change of the

model. Our findings tell us first that if we control for

the effects of both the valuation of education and the

valuation of desegregation we reduce the correlation

between the favorable decision and the perception of an

educational differential. However, the relationship is

not reduced, not to the degree that would be needed in

order to say that there is no significant relationship

between the perception of an educational differential and

the probability of a favorable decision, other than that

relationship produced as a ',side', effect of the relation-

ship between the perception of a facilities differential

and the two nvaluations.0 We, therefore, must make

explicit a strong nindependent relationship between the

arrival at a favorable decision and the perception of an

educational differential. We are saying that an im-

portant factor entering into the choice of a school for

many parents is the perception of qualitative and

quantitative differences in schools. In many southern

schools the differences in physical plants are not likely

to be unfavorable to the Negro since the earliest attempts

to circumvent the 1954 Supreme Court decision seem to

have been involved in building programs for new schools

for Negroes so that school administrators might point to

,inewern schools for legroes as exemplifying an equal or

Negro-favored separation of schools by race. Even with

this oilt-pouring of funds for the education of Negroes,

figures on the per-pupil expenditure continued to

illustrate higher expenditures for white students than

for black students. Unfortunately, the physical plants

did not contain adequate heating plants, or lacked

sufficient texts, library facilities and/or qualified

teaching personnel. This ulackn was often the result of

an attempt to maintain two racially distinct units while

having access to rather limited funds. Thus, the

differential that parents were asked about on the



questionnaire specified the consideration of "such things

es having good teachers, enough supplies, enough books...

and other things that you feel are important for e;etting

a good education," before responding. It can be assumed,

then, that these differences in the abilities of the

schools to provide an education, rather than differences

in the size, newness or beauty of the physical plant,

were determinants of the evaluation of degree of

differences in schools. Second, the hypothesized
relationship between the perception of an educational

facilities differential and the valuation of education

failed to materialize. It seems, then, that values may

be held with or without the means to achieve them.
Values are seen more as a function of socializing agents

and agencies than they are of access to the consequences
of the values held. Thus, recognition of a disparity in

educational facilities, whether favorable or unfavorable,

will not affect the valuation ofeducation as such, al-

though it may perhaps affect the potentiality for
achievement of the consequence of the.highly or:lowly
valued end.

The model predicts that there will be no relation-

ship between the perception of white social approval and

the knowledge one has of his environment. Given that we

have suggested knowledge of the environment as the inde-

pendent variable, we may not assume that knowing one's
environment enables one to more readily perceive white
social approval for enrolling a child in a desegregated
school, since this particular sphere of the environment

may not come under the realm of the knowledge of the

individual and since one's perceptions may be the result,

not only of the reality of a situation, but also a

result of the desired reality. Thus, white social
approval may be seen not only as overt approval, but
also es a covert form of approval, i.e., a white non-
committal attitude. Non-committedness is ambiguous
enough to be interpreted as either approval or dis-
approval and would then be interpretable as a function
of other experiences, knowledge and, especially, de-

sires and not solely, or even in part, as a function of
the individual's knowledge of the environment.

The relationship between the subject's knowledge of
the environment and Negro social approval, however,
differs from that suggested by the proposed model. We

are led to conclude that the more knowledgeable about
his environment, the less likely the subject is to per-
ceive soctal approval from the Yegro community. Since
the relationship is an inverse one and since a positive
relationship was posited between perception of Negro
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social approval and valuation of desegregation, we are

led to suspect that our hypothesized positive relation-

ship is, in fact, negative. Our results yield a corre-

lation (between X11 end X7) of -.29, a correlation sig-

nificant at .001 (F=18.45). Thus, we aro suggesting

that the greeter the knowledge of his environment, the

more likely the individual is to not find favor among

Yegroes for engaging in school desegretration behaviors.

Several diverse explanations seem to present themselves.

One is the self-protective device of maintaining the

status quo. Negroes may maintain stereotypical be-

havior to satisfy whites who, unstirred, will not act,

thus maintaining for the Negro a serblancc of security

end freedom from possible attack. Another explanation

might be found in the rising militance of the black

man. Any acceptance of desegrecration "on white terms"

would be seen as demeaning. "Alite terms" in Orange

County would be taken as engaging in desegregation of

white schools with no reciprocal desegregation and inte-

gration of black schools. Thus, two distinctive and

somewhat contradictory explanations for the same

phenomena present themselves. Eaving spent time in the

county, the researcher feels that both explanations are

relevant to this population, although thc past history

of the county gives heavy favor to the former explanation.

The two predictions involving the perception of an

educe.tional facilities differential and the relationship

to the perception of either white- or Negro social

approval were borne out by the data. Wo relationship

wEs predicted and none was found. It was felt that per-

ceived community approval for deseFregation behaviors,

be that source the white community or the Ecgro community,

would have no effect on the perception of a difference

between educational facilities, since the perception of

a differential depends more upon experiences in and

knowledge of the particular environment, and not upon

the favorability or unfavorability of the result of

staffim; this educational structure with lower-level par-

ticipants. And, as has been shown previously, there is,

indeed, a positive relationship between knowledqo of the

environment and the perception of an educational faci-

lities differential. Veny whites in the Orange County

area, when asked, will unhesitatingly declare thu ex-

istence of a differential in favor of the white schools.

Many of these same individuals will voice objections to

school intearetion. 1\:egroes, for the most part, know

this, and it perhaps explains why, a1thow.h the correla-

tion WES in thc predicted direction (positive) and the

predicted strength (not significant), it WES a relatively
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higher non-significant correlation than that between

perception of an educational facilities differential and

perception of white social approval.

An unanticipated relationship that was obtained was

the inverse one between the perception of Negro social

approval and the valuation of education. Also unantici-

pated was the low correlation (.023) between knowledge of

the environment and the valuation of education. This can

be explained by revising the model to suggest that

valuation of education is related to the favorable de-

cision, independent of any relationship that knowledge of

the environment has with the favorable decision. The

relationship that valuation of education has with

knowledge of the environment is a secondary one through

an inverse relationship with Itiegro social approval. The

relationship could then be explained by noting that the

subject's knowledge of the environment would present him

with an unfavorable view of thc desegregation procedures

as now being carried out by the Orange County school

board (see "Definition of the Situation"). It was noted

that there was a high correlation between the parent's

valuation of education and her decision to enroll the

child in a formerly white school. As this researcher can

interpret this finding, the more highly education was

valued, the less important was the factor of Negro social

approval, and subjective rationalization gave way to the

objective evaluation of the disapproval of the Negro

community for desegregation as it was then being insti-

tuted. The relationship between white social approval and

valuation of education was not found to be a significant
relationship, as was correctly postulated by the model.

The relationship between knowledge of the environment

and the favorable decision was found to be a significant

one, even after partialing out the effects of valuation

of education and valuation of desegregation. It should be

noted that, as one of the tests of Model B, the same

variables were tested for a relationship, this time
omitting control of valuation of education. Controlling

for both "valuations" gave a partial correlation of .196,

significant at .05. Controlling for valuation of desegre-

gation only resulted in a partial correlation of .164,

significant at .05. The difference between correlations

was not significant. But, in both cases, the relationship

was reduced from a correlation of .349, a significant
reduction. The data thus tells us that there is a direct
relationship between the two variables (knowledge of the
environment and favorable decision), as well as an in-

direct one, throumh X11, valuation of desegregation. In



,,

other words, not only does a knowlcdpe of the environment

weiffh heavily in the probability of a favorable decision,

but also this knowledge tends to affect the individualls

valuation of deser-reration which is correlated with the

favorable decision.

The relationship between perception of Negro social

approval and perception of white social approval is

siFnificant, although contrary to the prediction our model

would make. Towaver, it should be noted that the corre-
lation betwean white social approval and valuation of
desesTetsation, while- not significant (contrary to the

model again) is in an inverse diiction which is con-
sistent with the interrelationship between Negro social
approval and valuation of dese6regation, es well as the

relationship between perception of white social approval
and perception of regro social approval. Given the
difficulty in determinim a time sequence between per-
ception of Negro or white social approval, i.e., our
inability to locate which variable had the initial effect
upon the other (although knowing the history of the

county, we would suFgest that 2.7egro social approval is a
function of the perception of white social approval), we
will indicate our hesitancy with the introduction of a
double-headed arrow, signifying feedback effects between
the two variables.

Our final prediction follows the form indicated by
tile model. Partialing out the variation effect of
knowledge of theenvironment, as well as thc effects of
the perception of an educational facilities differential,
leaves only an insignificant correlation between
valuation of education and valuation of desegregation,
although it should be pointed out that the relationship
was negligible at the start. In fact, the correlation
before effects were partiallcd out was .075 and after
effects were partialled out was .068. Further, previous
mention has been made in the discussion of the eleventh
equation of the small effect of the variable valuation of
education.

The new Eodel A, as modified by the results above,
is seen in Figure 2,

Examining Yodel B, we find that equations BI and BV
have already been dealt with under Yodel A. The results
of tho calculations-of equation BII prove to be non-
significant, as was sup:r7csted by the model. We can then
say that the relationship between knowledge of the
environment and the favorable decision is mediated by the
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combined effects of educational expectations end feelings

of non-powerlessness.

Xi2
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Fig. 2.--Revised Fodel A

If wc attempt to compute the correlation between
knowledge of the environment and the favorable decision,

partialing out the effects of either educational ex-
pectations or feelings of non-powerlessness, we find that

in neither case can we reduce the correlation between
knowledge of the environment and the favorable decision

to one of non-significance.( rX12Y 13
= .186, F=7.140,

."

p < .01; 12X3 .177, F=6.324, p < .05). However, the
rX1-17.

two variables acting in concert reduce the correlation
from .349 to .080 (rx

12
y = .080, F=1.218, N.S.),

3"13
while the addition of the variable valuation of de-

segregation decreases the correlation only by an addi-

tional .021. This is, indeed, a significant finding,
especially as it pertains to a modification of the direct
relationship we spoke of in discussing Vodel A. The

finding tells us that knowledge of the environment itself

is not a causative factor in the reaching of a favorable

decision, but rather that an increase in the knowledge of
the environment will result in an increase in both non-
powerlessness and educational expectations which are more
directly related to the favorable decision. Thus, in one

instance, the pamnt, having more information about the
environment, feels more confident in being able to
manipulate factors in the environment for her own purposes
and will be more likely to feel that she has the oppor-
tunity to make a favorable decision. In the other
instance, a knowledge of the environment opens up ad-
ditional alternatives for action which enables educational
expectations to be perceived as being attainable through
the choice of the favorable decision. If those factors
are not dependent upon a knowledge of the environment,
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then we would expect to find rather low correlations
between the factors and knowledge of the environment. An

examination of the corrcllation matrix in fippendix III

shows a correlation between knowledge of the environment

(X12) end educational expectations (X1) of .477 and a
correlation between knowledge of the efivironment and non-
powerlessness (X13) of .546. Thus, changes ere indicated
by a revised EodeI B which would be well considered in
the attempt to fuse the models into a larger combined
model. In terms of the relationship between non-power-
lessness and educational expectations, it is suggested
that non-powerlessness affects expectations, while ex-
pectations are considered toact more as a resultant than
as a causative agent.

If the role of non-powerlessness as now perceived is
correct, then the relationship between educational ex-
pectations and the perception of an educational facilities
differential should be a spurious one, both variables
being "causedu by feelings of non-powerlessness. The
initial correlation between these two variables was found
to be .209 (F=9.430, p( .01). When the effects of non-
powerlessness are partialled out, the correlation becomes

. 138, barely (but as now predicted) non-significant at

. 05 (F=3.876). And the next prediction, that between
non-powerlessness and perception of an educational
facilities differential thus becomes incorrect since we
now can see that there is a relationship between the two
variables (r,13,2-r = 1991 F=8.610, p.01).

The new Nodel B, then, comes to look as the diagram
presented in Figure 3.

......-, X3
'4

Fig. 3--Revised Model B

Taking our procedure one step further, we might fuse
the two models coming up with a more powerful model to
explain the favorable decision. Figure 4 contains the
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combination variable. Future researchers might do well
to test this model and develop it further.

X 2

N
-
.-r -7,

Fig. 4--Combination of I.:odels A. and B

Before beginning the concluding section of this paper,
it was thought necessary to describe the emotional
climate of Orange County at the time the research was
taking ple,ce. Although not subjectable to statistical
analysis, the section entitled "Definition of the
Situation" will present the reader with an understanding
of the conditions in which this study took place and
describes in microcosm what is occurring between the
Negro and white communities all over the country.

Definition of the Situation

Interviewers for this study were in Orange County
from !arch, 1968, to August, 1968. During this period
of time, many changes occurred within tho community as
pertaining to its activity in equality-directed protest.

Early in February of 1968, the Board of Education
filcd a proposal for the eventual desegreation of the
Orange County schools, based on the proposed plan
presented by Dr. Walter S. Warfield. This plan called
for the immediate assignment of the 10th or llth grade
from Central High (the Negro school) to Orange High (the
whitc school), tho evontual consolidation of all junior
high grades into one physical plant and the division of
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elementary schools accommodatinF either grades
kindel7arten through three or Frades four through six.
The latter two steps were to take place over a period
of two years culminating in the eventual elimination of
a dual school structure. It should be noted that the
school board members were not entirely satisfied with
this plan or its implementation schedule. The general
feeling of the board, hwicver, was that integration
"could not be put off much longer" and thE.t some plan
would eventually be required. Reported in the local
newspaper, Tho News of Orange Countly, the plan was notcd
by all members of the community, bc1c end white. It
was at this tine that members of the black community
initiated and began to circulate a petition calling for
the immediate (br,ginning the following September) into-
p.xation of the final three grades of high school (tenth,
eleventh end twelfth). Although it was not possible to
discover the names of tho persons initiating the petition,
it was found that they were parents of high school stu-
dents who cited hopes for "higher education" and
"quality education" as their reasons for the initiation
of the petition. Within a short time, approximately
546 black parents had signed the petition, despite the
fact that the Orange County black community had never
been noted for its racial militance. In fact, there had
never been so much as a march protesting dierimination,
and no organized civil rights group held meetings in
Orange County.

The petition, according to leaders in the black
community, was presented to the Board of Education at
its April meeting and rejected out of hand. Later, its
very existence was either ianored or not mentioned by
the Board. The high school students, at this time, hEd
been meeting since the end of February, having decided
to take a course of action separate from that of their
parents. The students' goal at that time had been to
obtain complete desegregation of the Orange County
schools by the fall of 1968. Suggested means of
achieving the goal had ranged from outright violence and
campaigns of terror to non-violent school boycotts and
peaceful marches. Upon the rejection of the parents'
petition, student planning escalated, and the choice of
a school boycott was made as the appropriate response to
the perceived inaction of the school board on the matter
of integration. On ronday, May 20, at 9 a.m., the stu-
dents acted, walkinc: out of their classes and beEinning
the first black protest of segregation ever to occur in
Orange County.

The boycott caught the white community by surprise,
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soon turnins to shock. l'herever one walked, he could

hear the voices of the white townspeople: "2hey're

stertins trouble!" "It's professional agitators that are

causing this!" "Communists!" "I don't want my kids

croincr to schools with niggers!" "They're getting: too

smart for their own good!" The local post-mistress
expressed the sentiments of many when she accused

"isolated segments of the colored community for this

trouble. Some of these colored people are like my best

friends," she continued, "and I am sure that they them-

selves are ashamed at how these few troublemakers are

actinp:. Why, all_ decent colored people in this town are

ashamed of the way they're acting!" In the black
community, feeling was running high in favor of the boy-

cott. "I.Te never had the guts these kids today seem to

have," one middle-eEed Ne7ro was heard to say. However,

the students continued to keep their own council, and

while several adults did offer advice from time to time,

decision-making was in the hands of the students. Being

inexperienced in effective organization, however, they

did ask a young Fegro leader of the nearby Durham

community, Howard Fuller (at this time employed es a
lecturer by the University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill on Community Organization), for occasional sug-
gestions on the conduct and control of the boycott. The

appearance of Fuller on the scene resulted in the

increased accusation of "outside agitation" since Fuller

was a well-known local militant.

The local newspaper condemned the boycott end

harranged the board to maintain its "no-change" policy.59

"Ile simply had a few, outside frustrated adults looking

for new fields in which to stir unrest, and then picking

upon children to carry the ball...the marches were too
well planned so as to have come only from the minds of

pupils. It was all too exact, too much patterned like

college and adult disorders elsewhere." (The leader of

the Black 3tudent Movement at the University had been

approached as a source of advice, but had becn involved

with examinations and could not lend any more than moral

support.) "...Peace had existed between races in Orange
County, that no controversy had embroiled Hillsborough,
because all peoples had been able to talk together and

iron out difficulties. We still maintain ours is a

peaceful and harmonious place in which to live IF
OUTSIDERS stay out." "They (ed: the pupils) were being

used as dupes by racial radicals who had to turn some-
where to regain attention." "Due credit must be given
the school board for sticking by its guns and refusing to

suffer dictates from anyone except a hiEher authority."
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"We did not ar;ree, initially, with the actions of Mayor
Fred Cates and his 'belated' then short-lived curfew.

We could not see the executive sessions on the part of

the school board." The "marches" referred to occurred

on the second and third days of the boycott when the

students walked from Central Ziigh School to the town
hall, located at the center of the town. For several

hours they marched around the town hall where the school

board was meeting in executive session. That eveninr1:, C.

frightened mayor and town board met and passed an
ordinance prohibiting marches unless declared at least
24 hours in advance and unless a bond was posted by the
planning committee of the march. The school superin-
tendent suspended classes at the boycotted Negro school

until such time es "as many es one-half of the students
of Central Eigh School are willing to return to class and

resume their studios." During the course of that week,

the school board met several times with student leaders,

at first treating their demands humorously, finally re-

jecting them altogether. DyrinE one post-reeting huddle,

one of the student leaders, expressing frustration,
kicked at one of the school desks. Several of the other
students then kicked the desks, but ceased at the request
of one of their number.

(30 Word soon spread around town

that the "studegs were destroying the school," and a
local newspaper" was later to read: 11Liot-equipped

police, 17ihway Patrol troopers and sheriff's deputies
swarmed around the high school after students began
throwing desks and chairs in the school gym and library.
Officers remained on duty for several hours after the
disturbance, but no further incidents occurred. There

wore no injuries and no arrests."

At the start of the boycott, the parents of the
children, along with other members of the Negro community,
had expressed concern at a meeting held at the Nt. 22ion
Baptist Church to discuss the situation. The decision
was made to form a ten person negotiating committee to
meet with the board. Effectively, this action took total

decision-making and negotiating power out of the hands of
the studcnts and put it into the hands of the suddenly
concerned black community. The committee, whose formation
had been promoted by the president of Southeastern
Business College President David W. Stith, included
several of the student leaders. Neeting with the school
board, the committee finally agreed upon a solution -uo

the problem. The solution arrived at Was to allow any
tenth, eleventh and twelfth grade black students to
transfer to thc white high school with the filling out of
a freedom-of-choice form for the following semester in
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September. No white students were to be transferred to

the Negro school (an issue raised by the students but,

in effect, conceded by the black negotiating team) and

integration was to remain "one way," i.e., from black

school to white school. The result Kould be the

eventual closing of the Negro school in the district

since the school board's schedule for integration was

keyed to that of the building of additions to the white

schools. On Friday, the students returned to their

classrooms and the school boycott was at an end.

klthough few of the original aims of the boycott

had been achieved, a precedent of protest had been set,

and the Negro community would not be quite the same as

it had been. Perhaps the most concise analysis of the

boycott appeared in the editorial column of the Friday

edition of the Charlotte Observer, a highly respected

North Carolina newspaper:

In the usual tradition of hillsborough,

county seat of Orange, the school board was
making haste slowly on federal directions to
end school segregation. In an astonishing
break with the docile attitudes of 3cegroes in

the area, Negro students demonstrated for

almost instant action.

With no desire of its own to hurry into
total integration and with little effective
pressure for speed from outside sources, the

school board had geared desegregation to the
construction schedule of new classrooms at
Orange County's white high school

This construction would allow space for
integration to proceed only through the 10th

grade next year with complete integration to
follow for the remaininp grades in the 1969-70

school year. Confirmed in this plan and, per-

haps more important, confirmed in a tradition

of not paying much attention to Negro demands,

white county leaders got their backs up when

the students started marching.

A protest which by all accounts was a
model of peacefulness in these times drew a
reaction that at one point seemed on the verge

of introducing armed troops into the shady
streets of Hillsborough. Later on, there was
unruly student conduct in the school. The
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situation was well on its way to precipitating
a showdown threatening to the educational
interests of all.

Fortunately, Orange officials overcame
their traditional unresponsiveness and tried
to meet the reasonable demands cf the
demonstrators...For now, at least, the
county's white officials have shown they can
work in good faith with concerned :Negroes



COYCLUSIONS

Perhaps the most difficult section of a report to

write is the one dealing with conclusions. It is in

this section that the researcher must decide exactly
how widely he will generalize, using his data, from the
sample to other populations which may be similar to or

different from the sampled population. Because of the

importance of this topic for policy decisions and the

implementation of the law of the land, this researcher
will generalize more widely than rigid scientific cannon
would ordinarily sugr4est.

This report first addressed itself to the task of

describing differences between those mothers who had
enrolled their children in formerly all white schools
and those mothers who hEd enrolled their children in
forrerly all black schools. The most important singular

differences, not unrelated, seem to be in the knowledge
or familiarity the parent has with tho environment, the
educational expectations of the parent and her feelings

of powerlessness. By the idea of powerlessness, we mean

the feeling that the individual has (or lacks) of being
able to control aspects of his environment. Powerless-

ness has been sho-al to be a function of the degree of
knowledge one has about his environment. 12he individual

who has a higher degree of knowledge about his environ-
ment can determine which alternatives for action are open
to him and knows the consequences of the alternatives.
This individual is more likly to feel a deree of control

over which alternatives he may choose and which ones he

rejects. The choice of alternatives is also tied to the
value system of the individual. Although we have dealt

only in passing with the values held by the individual,

it is apparent that a low valuation of desegregation will

negate, to an extent, the probability that the parent
will select a formerly white school in which to enroll

a child. The individual's value system also enters into
the probability of a favorable decision in terms of the
level of education the parent expects the child to
attain. Education, and here we mean essentially a "good!'

or a ',quality" education, is one of the major determinants
of what occupations will be open to the individual and
what life style he will ultimately enjoy. If we may

assume that parents continually aspire for their children,

then education will continuo to be the means seen by
parents for children to become upwardly mobile. There-
fore, we should not be surprised to find that parents will
expect the child to attain a higher level and quality of
education than they themselves experienced. What, then,
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are the factors irhich will hincler these aTbitions of

pal'ents for children?

In OrantTe County, and cmonL, many Neriro comaunities

today, thre seems to be a high level of suspicion in

terms of the actual degree of accessibility to choice

that an individual enjoys. In speakinm to Negroes in

Orange County, one continually "senses" the disbelief in

the openness of free-choice plans. Whether accurately

or inaccurately, they seem to feel that "freedom-of-

choice does not apply" to then, that others may choose,

but not them. This distrust is a function of decades of

individual and group experience passed down from one

generation to the next, from one family to another, with

repressive, whitc-controlled institutions. As one '''egro

explained, "The man gives with one hand and takes with

the other." T'ntil black people see black people active

in decision-making roles in the community, until black

people arc pernitted to exercise choice of alternative

behaviors without negative consequences being perceived

as inevitably forthcomintz from white-controlled insti- -

tutions, black parents will continue to hesitate to

allow their children to engage in the day-to-day contact

with white children in desegreuated schools.

In terms of proposals for action, it should be

realized that this research Was not constructed so as to

generate programs. However, several sources of.dis.

peragement to black people will need to bc eliminated

before people will allow their children to enroll in

white schools in large numbers. One point of irritation

seems to be the "direction" of integration. Bleck people

seem to feel that white children should be allowed into

desegregated black schools. They sutrxc;est that desegre-

gation,"like most other thins, always seems to have to

be done so as not to inconvenience the whites. While a

large urban area, residentially segregated, may not per-

mit the easiest of access to black schools of white stu-

dents from the white areas, the problem of residential
serrregation does not occur meaningfully in the compact
small town with relatively contiguous housing. It would

not require mass changes in the transportation system of

nost southern school districts to integrate both black

and white schools, via ',bussing" programs.

A further problem is introduced by the rising mill-

tance of black communities around the country. Blacks

arc beginning to demand that black schools be maintained

for the benefit of black students and that the quality of

black schools be upgraded to that of white schools. It



is felt by some black people that the black schools are
thc reservoirs of all that is desirable of black culture

in America. They feel that black teachers are, could
and would be more sympathetic to the problems of the
black student. These black Deople feel that black
history, black social science--in sum, "black culture"--

can most efficiently end "best" be taw-ht at the black

school. Whether there is any truth to these ideas (and
this writer would suggest that black curricula might be

made available in the white schools where it miht serve
a wider public), it seems incumbent on the government to
clarify to all, black and white, that the law of the land
specifics the destruction of the dual educational system.
A black public school is undesirable, from the point of
view of the law, whether it is recommended by E. resegre-
gatinG- black men or an unreconstructed white man. If

the black community feels the need for additional edu-
cation in black culture and black history, supplementing
a revised "white" curriculum, then the black community
might be encouraged in setting up symplementary education
units to be conducted several days a weak, both for the
cultural enrichment of the student and as an aid in his
development as a self-sufficient, knowleda.eable human

being. The funding of a school such as this misht be
accomplished with federal funds, on a participatinr basis

with the comnunity, being paid directly to the local

black community orzanization. In such a way active par-
ticipation could be fostered in the black community with
no detriment to the white community. Because of the
relative uniqueness of a plan for supplemental schooling

supported by black community organizatims and the
federal government, we should not reject, out of hand,

any attempts to rectify the history of black subordination

in America. "k%st error is no excuse for its own

perpetuation."°4



FOCTNOTES

1Although Erc,in vs. Board of Education of

fopeka ot al. (1954) is often cited as the desegregation
decision, it may bu perceived more accurately as an

historical watershed, the culmination of decisions in

the area of educational desegregation such as Pearson

vs. Nurray (1936), Nissouri 07.rel. Gaines vs. Canada

(1938), ;A.pue1 vs. Oklahoma Board of Education (1948),

Sweatt vs. Painter (1950), McLaurin vs. Oklahoma Board

of Refrents (1950) and a series of state university
decisions such as LcKessick vs. Carmichael (1952), one

which involved the University of 1:orth Carolina, for

example. The Brown MSG, the vehicle for the FAACP

post-war legal attack against educationEl discrimination,

involved four different state law suits (South Carolina,

Virginia, Delaware and Kansas) as well as the Bolling vs.

Sharpe suit of Washington D. C. This latter suit was

ultimately withdrawn, later to be submitted for a

separate decision under the Fifth rather than the Four-

teenth amendment. The writer here acknowledges his

debt to Dr. Guy B. Johnson for much background infor-

mation concerning the history of Supreme Court decisions

and the regro. Also, see Elbert P. Blaustein and

Clarence Clyde Ferguson, Jr., Dese_re ation and the Law

U,ew York: Random House, 1962 , pp. 39-53.

2Blaustein and Ferguson, op. cit., p. 172.

30ne need only examine some of the more
recently compiled bibliographies to note the huge

quantity of materials published since 1955. See, for

example, Thomas P. Pettigrew, A Profile of the Ne ro

Pmerican (Princeton, Y. 'J.: Van Mostrand, 19 or

Elizabeth W. Miller, The Negro in America: A

Bibliogra-h (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University

Press, 19

4The distinction between "avoidance," which is

a legally guaranteed privilege and "evasion," which is

against the law and subject to punishment is made by

Blaustein and Ferguson, p. 24.

5Ibid.

6Irwin Katz, "hesearch on Public School De-

segregation," Integrated Education, Aueust/September,

1966.

7See Louis Lomax, The Ferro Revolt (rew nrk:
Harper and Towel 1962).
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8 Ibid.

9Jamcs Coleman et a1.,
Opportunity (Washinston: U.S. Office of Economic
Opportunity).

10This view secs decision-making as a form of
rational judgment based on an evaluation of rewards
obtained as the result of subtractins costs (including
alternatives forgone) from rewards. See John Thibaut
and liarold 1Celley, The Social Psholoy of Grou s
(New York: John uiley & Sons, 1959

11One is reminded of W. I. Thomas! well-known
theorem, "If men define situations as real they arc
real in thcir consequences." See Nicholas Timasheff,
Sociological Thcov: Its Nature and Growth (New York:
Random Louse, 196 ), p. 151.

12The two elementary schools which were attended
by both white and black students were Cameron Perk and
Aycock.

11-George E. Simpson and J. Filton Yinger, Racial
and Cultural Ninorities, Third Edition (New York:
Harper tidi4-7-1767757 29.

14This definition is a modifioation of the
definition suggested by 11. Richard Cramer in a personal
communication.

15Harry CrockrAt,,Jr., "A Study.of ..iome.Factors
Affecting the Decision of Negro High Schools, 1955,fl
Social Forces (lay, 1957), pp. 351-356.

16Eugene A. Weinstein and Paul N. Geisel, "Family
Decision-Haking over fJesegregation," Sociomatry, 25
(Tarch, 1962), pp. 21-29.

17"Favorable" decision is taken to mean a
decision made by a Negro parent to enroll a child or
children in a formerly all-white, now descgreFated
school.

18Gerhart Saener, "The First Year of the Open
Enrollment Program: A Pilot Study," licomt_to the
Commission on intergroulp aclations (Now lork: Now York
University, June, 19 1). Mimeographed.

19Ibid.



20 Ibid.

21F;tudent delivery of explanatory slips seems en
inefficient means of "educating" parents about a program.
One also wonders whether the topic was discussed in any
of the mass media.

22Laurence T. Cagle and Jerome Beker, "A
Comparison of the Social Characteristics and Educational
Pspirations of Northern, Lower Class, Negro Parents who
Accepted and eclined an Opportunity for Integrated Edu-
cation for their Children" (Syracuse: Syracuse Univer-
sity Youth )Jevelopment Center, August, 1967). Mimeo-
graphed.

23L1mer Luchterhand and Leonard Weller, "Social
Class and the Desegregation V.ovement: Study of
iarents' Decisions in a Negro Chetto," Social Problem,
13 (Summer, 1965), pp. 83-88.

24James Killian, The In ossible Revolution?
(few York: Random House, 19 pp.

25Kurt H. Wolff, The Sociolo
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1950 2 1.

26Ibid.

27Ibid.erMilM=ONIS

285ee Louis Worth in Ralph Linton (Ed.), The
Science of Man in the World Crisis (Yew York: Columbia
UnDra7s1T77177;77-7477-17754777--

29Charles S. Johnson, Patterns of Northern
Segregation (1\lew York: Harper & Bros., 1943).

30Seynour Parker and aobert fleiner,
Position, Mobility and Ethnic Identification
Negro," Journal of Social Issues, XX (April,
pp. 85-102.

31George C. i-tomans, Locial Behavior:
Elementar Forms (New York: Harcourt, Brace
19 1

"Status
of the
1964),

Its
and World,

32Hylan Lewis, aulaus_21_Eat (Chapel Hill:
The University of North Carolina Press, 1955), p. 224.
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33E. Franklin Frazier, "The Negro Kiddle Class

and Desepregation," Social Problems, 4 (April, 1954),

pp. 291-301.

34William H. Sewell, et al., "Social Status and
Educational and Occupational Aspiration," Amc)rican
LisciolonEical Review, 22 (February, 1957), 1777:73.

35Kleiner and Parker, op. cit.

36hobert R. Bell, "Lower Class Tegro Nothers'
_Aspirations for their Children," Social Forces, 43
(May, 1965), pp. 493-500.

37Frank R. Westio and David H. Howard, "Social
Status Differential and the Race ,ttitudes of Negroes,"
American Sociological Review, 19 (October, 1954),

17177-37:57-7---

38Tilman C. Cothran, "Negro Conceptions of White
People," American Journal of Sociology, LVI (march, 1957),

pp. 458-467.

39Whi1e the pretest can be considered as a
"fishing expedition," one could in no sense refer to the
final study in the same manner. The author agrees with
the thoughts expressed by Sidney Siegel: "Exploration
is a proper purpose of pilot studies...but a formal
experiment ought not to be undertaken until an hypothesis
has been derived from an explicit theory about the
phenomina to be observed and until the experiment has
been designed to provide a clear and unambiguous result
relevant to that hypothesis." In Samuel Messick and
Arthur Brayfield, Ixploratory Studies: Decision and
Choice (New York: McGraw-Hill, 19J, p. 17.

40H
. M. Blalock, in a personal cammunication,

has suggested working with models of 3 and 4 variables
for the purposes of handling ease and formulation and
solution bf rwrression equations.

41My thanks to J. Allen Williams for this advice.

42See K. R. Athey, et al., "Two Experiments
Showing the Effect of the Interviewer's Background on
Response to Questionnaires Concerning Racial Issues,"
Journal of 222adlachOlog,y, 44 (1960), pp. 244-246.

43Sec Appendix V.
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144tatistical 3nmnary of School Se xerration
licseation in the Southern and Border .States,

Southern Educationa heporting Service, 19 5.

45Ibid.

461bid.

47Michael F. Brooks, The DiTensions of foverty
in North Carolina (Durham: The North Carolina Fund,

7774771703707Eph No. 1. The data in this monograph is

adapted from:

U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census
of the Fcpulation: 1960. General
3ocial and Lconomic Characteristics,
rorth Carolina

b. U.S. Bureau of the Census, County and

City Data Book, 1962

c. Economic 6ummary of
mimeographed report
Employment Research,
Commission of n)rth
1963

48Personal communication to the author. I am

indebted to Dr. Blalock fp/. an opportunity to examine

his forthcomina- text dealing with theory building.

49"Powor1essness" WES taken here as the relevant
dimension of anomie, ES the dimensions are labeled by

Srole. 9ee Leo Srole, "Social Integration and Corol-

laries: An Exploratory Study;" 21, American Sociolo ical

Review, pp..709-716.

50Yelvin Seeman, "On the Veaning of Alienation,"
American :lociolor4ical Reviu, 24 (1959), pp. 783-789.

51Julien B. Rotter, relvin Seeman and S. Liverant,
"Internal vs. External Control of Peinforcement: P. P:ajor

Variable in Behavior Theory," in N. F. Washburne (ed.),

Decisions Valyes and (roma (London: Pergamon Press,

19 2 ), p. 473l6.

52See Narvin E. Shaw and Jack M Wright, Scales
for the Measurement of Attitudes (New York: rcGraw-Hill

Book C377-1767)7-pp. 233-77-

North Carolina, a
by the Bureau of
Employment Security
Carolina, August,



53E. A. Rundquist and R. F. Sletto, Personality
in the Lepression (ninneapolis: University of
Ninnesota Press, 1936).

545hew and Oright, 22.:..211., pp. 172-3.

J. G. Kelley, J. E. Ferson and V. h. Holtzman,
"The Measurement of Attitudes Toward the 17egro in the
South," Journal of Social Psypholorrx, 1958, 48,
PP. 305-777

56Sec forthcoming untitled work by Pubert M.
Blalock on theory building.

57Sce James A. Wiggins, "Valid Inference and
Experimental Laboratory nethods," in H. Y. Blalock and
Ann Blalock, 1:ethodo1orr in F3ocial Research (New York:
ncGraw-Fill, 196

58Ibid.

59See The News of Orange County, vay 23, 1968,

6OThe researcher would here note that the source
of his information on this point was deeply involved in
the boycott committee and, therefore, although ordinarily
an unbiased source, might have been presenting a slightly
distorted viewpoint. No validation was obtainable.

61The News of QranFe County, sa. cit., p. 1.

p. 4.

62From a speech by the late Senator Robert F.
Kennedy.





Calculations for Predictions of nodels

Yodel A

Calculation for Prediction AII: rx10Y.X11 =
0

A11 The formula for rx
10Y.X 11 is:

rxloy rX10)(11 1'35(11

11 1-17172Al0X YAll

Calculation for Prediction AIII: rx v = 0

AIII The formula for rA-v v is:
74-X11

rx7y - r v
/07A-11 rYX11

Tr-r2Yxn'V-11

Calculation for Prediction Ply: rX2Y.X1X11 =

AIV The formula for it:K2 Y.X1X11 is:

rX2Y.X1 rX2X11.X1 riK11.X1

/-71-r X2X11.X1 1-r
re1111111111.1111111

The three partial correlations needed are:

&IV.1
rX2Y.X1

roe

r v v
'21-11.A1

r' v rX X rYX2 1 1
Oa Mar =NM Ammeasm.lr=1.11wrinnwe

"T=7747/1:172-1;T

rX rv v rv y
2-11 "2"1 "11-1

IMMIIIMM...1011141......M.11101111a711.1.!MMINIM.1111111/11.1.11M11111.
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xnail
14

r ,C1 A11 1
PTV. 3 rYxii. xi

2 i-r2X11X1v 1-r

Calculation for rrediction fiXI: rv v - y = 0
-12J-/-11-1

PXI The formula for
rK12 Y.X11X1 is:

r"12Jsr v v1111 rX12X-.1. X11 r1;(1.)r11-
MM4W,
SIOMWMMVAIEW

I 1-r2v v I 1-r2r:i.
- X11Aq2",-1A-11

The three partial correlations needed aro:

MMIIIIIIIM....M11.1111110111111M111...a s...m..........1

rX12Y rX.12A11
rv,

= -77177
)(12X114

X rX12-11 rx1X11

xii,11

AXI .2 rX12X1 .X11
71772;42)(11 j 1-r

rYX1 rYX11 r11711
LXI.3 rYX1.X11

1 '' ..r2. IT;T I

"1"1 1 V 1

Calculation for Prediction PXIII: rx_x
1 11.X12X2 °

AXIII The formula for rx
1X11.X12X2 ls:

rv y
-1-11.

1r

11 rX1X2.X12 rX11X20X12

7-7271,(2.)(12

NJ 1.

The three partial correlations needed are:
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alrXiX2.-12 4( 1-r
, = l4====i 1r

2X12Xix12
-

r'r X12 rX2X12

AXIII.3 r , y
-4-111L2.-12

rodel B

r4llx2 rxilx12 rx2x12

Calculation for Prediction BII:

l-r2X11X12 1".r2X2X12

rX12Y.X3X13X11 °

BII The formula for rx12y.x x_3 13X11 iS:

r1=12Y.X3X13 (rx12X11X3X13)(rYX11.X3X13)

4 1-r X12X11.X3X-14
1-r2

Y-1-113i-13

MlarT.11..11M.M.MIIIIPMENIIMMMIIIMMO

The following components may than be determined:

BII.1
rX12Y.X- rYX13.X3

rY:12Y.X3X13 = :.....75_.______-- l_r2yx

j rX12X13 X

:---"X-

inii ludirc-X12X13.X3 13. )

BII.2
1":X12X11 X3 rX12X13. X3 rX111:1

rX12X11°X3X13
FT-7174-5(11X11.X31-r xl2x13

BII.3
rYK110X3 rYX13.X311X13 .X3

rr411.X3X13 .7-1:-
'6 YX13."3 1.1 13

.............

I. -,)
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Each conpommt may then be reduced to:

BII.41

r-17-12Y-3

BII.42

rZ1213-7-3

BII.43

r17:13.4.3

MOM
rX12."--13 r4.4213 rX3X13

1-r2v 17v ---;2
-3-(743

ryx13 - ryx3 rx3x13

,1
= -___-.-

1-r mx , x3x-13
3

'r
!'12m-11"1-3

BII.45
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-11.13-"3

BII.46

1.17-q1-3

rx12)111 rx-12x3 rX3':11

1-r x,2x,

N

f 1-r v y
"3-41

=I 1-r X113" 1-

r--11 "3 f'31.1
. y

1r V'
431'13
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Calculation for Prediction BV: rx2111
BV The formula for v is:

rX2Y rX2X11 r71111

-
2411 xn Y
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Cod,177 Booklet - Decisions of YeTro rothers

Colum 7.cuestion

1

2-4 Line 2 on
cover sheet

5

6

7

a

Line 1 on
cover shc-et

On front
sheet

Tirie 2 on
cover sheet

1,

c.HPent

Code

Card 31=ber (1)

Interview Fumber

Interviewer-
1-Carol Fel,

;.2obbins
3-avzlyn Bettye Jones
4-ThelePra T-7olliday
5-Brenda Dunn
6-Constance Lei&
7-7io1 a Ugh
8-r1era C I Kecfe
9-Veatrice Thlte

Date of Irterview:
1-Up to Gay 16
2-ray 17 to May 26 (Central

Boycott)
3-Lay 27 to Jrne 4
4-Junc 5 to June /0 (Death of

1-Knnedy)
5-June 11 to June 22
6-June 23 to June 30 (End of
Eesurrection City and. Prison
of Abernathy)

7-July 1 an

Type of School Child. Attends
1-Intecrated school (4t200-:.;300)
2-6ezrexated school (All other
numbers)

?Jarital Status

2-5-narried, ausbend Living with

3- rried, Husband
Presently Living

14-C-;-idowed
5-2-Divorced
6-Et-separated
7-F-Deserted

rot
with Family



Column

9

10

11

Aycstion

2

Code

Total
ho d
0-7 -
8 -

Number of Adults in Rouse-

Code the actual number
For 8 or more

Total Number of Children in
Household
0-7 - Code the actual number
8 - For 8 or more children

4.1 through Kumber of Male Children in
4.6 REEnuSaogLILsiagnIpay_11122Ala

(Sum responses 4.1-4.6 and code
tho actual number)

12 4.7 ElementarI Schools Attended b
Ma c Children
0-No answer, Don't know
1-They also attend only

integrated schools
2-They also attend only

segregated schools
3-The male children attend both
types of schools

13 5.1 through Number of Female Children in
5.6 Elementar Schools

.ium responses 5.1-5. and code
the actual number)

14 5.7 glamaktEELli2122212.1IIInkft.la
Female Children
-TUFTTETTEMiumn #12)

15

16

6 Age of Male Head of House
1-Up to age 19
2-20 to 29
3-30 to 39
4-4o to 49
5-5o to 59
6-6o to 69
7-70 or over
9-No answer, Don't know

".21...1.022211-0A-Ult,14LJILJ112.11/
Code as in Column #15
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Column gu9stion

17 8.1 through

18

8. 3

:Note

19 Additional
comment

20 9

21 10.1 and
10.2
12.1 through
12.6

Code:

kaloyment_Satp of Kale Head
of House
0-Not employed, housewife,

Don't k now, ho answer
1-Professional
2-nit() collar
3-Skilled labor, Service
4-Semi-skilled labor, Service
....Farm: Owner
6-Farm: Labor, Tenant, Share-

cropper
7-Unskilled

allE12YEUI-2S.112M19..head of
House
0-Not employed outstde of house,

housewife
1-Employed Part Tire, 1-2 days a

week
2-Employed Part Time, 3-4 days a

week
3-Employed Full Time, 5 days a
week

paloment_tatus of Female Head
of House
-(777"Es in Column .17.7)

D.0,12,1s1L/Bslivious Affiliation
0-None, No answer, Don't know
1-Roman Catholic
2-Protestant, ncthodist
3-Protestant, Baptist
4-Protestant, Presbyterian
5-1oliness, Pentacostal Faith

Church Attendance
0-Neve7-7727= 10.2)
1-Yes, Once a week or more (12.1)
2-Yes, Two or three times a
month (12.2)

3-Yes, Once a month (12.3)
4-Yes, Once in two or three

months (12.4)
5-Yes, Three times a year or
less (12.5)
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Column klestion Code

22 11 Fame of Church Attended
0-Do not attend church
1-Roman Catholic
2-Protestant, Fethodist Sects
3-Protestant, Baptist Sects
4-Protestant, Presbyterian
5-Eoliness, Pentecostal Faith
Sects

23 13.1 through Residence While Growing 0
13.5 1-In Orange County 13.1

2-In the County next to Orange
County (13.2)

3-ot in Orange County, but in
ITorth Carolina (13.3)

4-Not in North Carolina, but in
the South (13.4)

5-Not in the South (13.5)

24 14 Father's occupation
-(6a7FE-in col #17)

25 15.1 through VotUrls_gimployment
15.5 Tabdo as in Column 118)

26 16.1 through Nearest School to Eome
16.3; 17.1 0-Negro school much closer
and 17.2 (16.1 er 17.1)

1-Wegro school a little closer
(16.1 & 17.2)

2-Neither one (16.3)
3-White school a little closer

(16.2 & 17.2)
4-White school much closer

(16.2 & 17.1)

27 18

28 19

LislisatZimaianattal_la
14.9.ER212.421I
Code as Guide is coded, but
check to see that the response
is the coded response and not a
!trawls response
(i.e., code directly, but check)

Hirrhest Gradea.Bes ondent's Mother
Code as in Column i;27; Same
Warning Folds
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Column 2112:112/2.1 Code

29 20 ElellMJIMLILJ120410AILLLIAgta
Code as in Column ;r27; Same
Warning Holds

30 21 Highest Grade Male Head of House
Code as in Column 27; Same
warning Holds

(MB: 31-36 Valuation of Education: Low is

Anti-Education)

32

33

34*

35*

36*

37

38

39

40

22.1

22.2

22.3

22.4

22.5

22.6

23

24

25

26.1 through
26.5

Self-CodinE: Te,ke right off
Questionnaire

Self-Coding: Take right off
Questionnaire

Self-Coding:

Self-Coding:

Self-Coding:

Self-Coding:

Take right off
Questionnaire

Take ri&ht off
Questionnaire

Take right off
Questionnaire

Take right off
Questionnaire

Education Re uired for Child
Code as in Column ,r27

Education Desired for Child
Code as in Column ;7.27

Education Antici et.sd for Child
Code as in Co 1unin-11:27

Over-all Com arison of White and
Negro Schools
1-Negro much better (26.
2-Negro a little better
3-No difference between
and Negro (26.3)

4-White a little better
5-White much better (26.

- 58 -
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(26.2)
white

(26.5)
4)



Column Question # Code

(EB: Others' Feelings about Desegregation-
Integration: Iligh is Pro) (Social kpprovel) 41-46

41* 27 Relatives
Self-Coding: Take right off

Questionnaire

42* 28 Friends and Neir4hbors
Self-Coding: Take right off

Questionnaire

43* 29 14hites
3c1f-Coding: Take right off

questionnaire

44* 30 Negroes
Self-Coding: Take right off

Questionnaire

45* 31 gale Head of House
Self-Coding: Take right off

Questionnaire

46* 32 lumpulcat
Self-CodinF: Take right off

Questionnaire

47 33.1 through ar9.21x2A.LEaVallIug
33.5 Desegregation-Integration

2-Less than 5 years (33.2)
3-At least 5 years (33.3)
4-Long time, but someday (33.4)
5-Never (33.5)

(MB: Importance of Others' Opinions: high is
Important) (Weighting Factor) 48-52

48* 34.1 Relatives
Self-Coding: Take right off

Quastionnaire

49* 34.2 Friends and Neilthbors
Self-Coding: Take right off

Questionnaire

50* 34.3 Whites
Self-Coding: Take right off

Questionnaire
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Column -!= ;t1,uestion # Code

51*

52*

53

34.4

34.5

Negroes
Self-Coding: Take riaht off

Questionnaire

Nal° head of House
Self-Coding: r2ake right off

Questionnaire

(YE: Exposure to flass ledia) 53-58

35.1 iews
0-No
1-Yes,

RAL,
2-Yes,

SRC,
3-Yes,
EAL

4-Yes,
5-Yes,
6-Yes,
7-Yes,

54 35.2 TV Eews
0-No

55 35.3

haleigh-Located: KIX,
PTF, LLE
Durham-Locsted:
SSE
Greensboro-Located: BIG,

Burlington-Located: BPG
Roxboro-Located: iTIO

2 of the above
3 of the above

1-Yes, CBS, Nationally oriented
2-Yes, CBS, Locally oriented
3-Yes, ABC, Nationally oriented
4-Yes, ABC, Locally oriented
5-Yes, ABC-CBS Locally oriented
6-Yes, KBC Nationally oriented
7-Yes, liBC end either CBS or ABC
Nationally oriented

ally_LEPREa
0-No
1-Yes, Durham Morning Eerald
2-Yes, Durham Forning Sun
3-Yes, Burlington Times-News
4-Yes, areensboro Daily News,

llecord
5-Yes, 2 of the above
6-Yes, 3 of the above
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Column ' Question # Code

58

35.4

35.5

35.6

Weekly PaDers
0-No
1-Yes, Out-of-state weekly
2-Yes, Carolina Financial Times
3-Yes, ews of Orange County

(0C ITews)
4-Yes, Hillsboroucen-Hebane

Enterprise Papers
5-Chapel Lill -feekly
6-Yes, 2 of the above
7-Yes, 3 of the above
8-Race Paper

ILullay_Emalaaa
0-No, No answer, Don't know
1-Yes, Life, Look
2-Yes, Time, ivewsweck
3-Yes, Saturday Evening Post
4-Yes, Relic"ious Magazines
5-Yes, Race Magazines: Jet
6-Yes, 2 or more of the above,

but not #5
7-Yes, 2 or more of the above,

including #5

E2nalLIEELEADRE
0-No, No answer, Don't know
1-Yes, Women's Nagazines:
Redbook, etc.

2-Yes, Men's Sporting Magazines
3-Yes, fleader's Digest
4-Yes, Job-related publications
5-Yes, Farm-related journals
6-Yes, Professional journals
7-Yes, Race Kagazines: Lbony
8-Yes, 7 plus others
9-Yes, more than one of the above,

but not 7 or 8

;Vie."
0-None
1-Less t,
2-From 1
3-From 3
hours

4-From 5
hours

Y.....R2OXILI9_12411- 0 News

-61-

Ilan 1 hour per week
hour to less than 3 hours
hours to less than 5

hours to less than 7



221-110.1 Rag.21190.2 code

Hourly Ex osure to Radio News,
per week (contld
5-From 7 hours to less than 9
hours

6-From 9 hours to less than 11
hours

7-From 11 hours to less than 13
hours

8-From 13 hours to less than 15
hours

60 36.2 r.1-17.221-4119-12,-ILL12
cok
Code as in Column #59

61 38.1 Ac7ro CommunitElte&lers
0-No answer, Don't know
1-Religious leader
2-Businessman, Economic leader
3-Education related
4-State-service related:

Acsriculture, Uelfare
5-ilace leader
6-Friends
7-Local recreation service

related

62 38.2

63 38.3

64 38.4

Ne.ro Leaders Cont'd
Code as in Column 71

Nene° Leagma_Contlil
Code as in CoIuMh-T61

White Communit. Leaders
0-No answer, Don't know
1-State-service related:
Pgriculture

3-Businessman
4-Political figure
5-Religious figure
6-Social aid worker, State
7-Social figure: non-state

welfare

65 38.5 White Leaders Cont'd
Code as in Column-716

66 38.6 White Leaders Cont'd
Code as in ColurE764
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canmajt atcastion 4t Code

(nB: Srole Scale, Anomie: Low is more anomie) 67-72

67 39.1 Code 0-Agree (1)
1-Disagree (2)

68 39.2 Code as in Column 4:67

69 39.3 Code as in Column #67

70 39.4 Code as in Column ','67

71 39.5 Code as in Column 647

72 39.6 Code as in Column A7

73 39.1 through Srole Scale Value
39.6 Sum the codes in Columns 67-72

and insert in Column 73

74 37.1 Howard Fuller
0-Donit know, No answer
1-Incorrect Answer, Completely
2-Incorrect Answer, Partially
3-Vague Answer, Correct as is,

but incomplete
4-Correct Answer, Complete

75 37.2 rick Galifianakis
Code as in Column #74

76 37.3 Eesinald Hawkins
Code as in Column #74

77 37.4 G. Paul Carr
Code as in Column #74

78 37.5 allIBRZ.X2REE
Code as in Column #74

79 37.6 H. happ Brown
Code as in Column #74

80 Additional Chilluallina
22=04...aidi
0-No
1-Yes
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Column Imatkal.1 Code

Codine, Sheet 2

1 Card Number (2)

2-4 Line 42 on Interview Number
cover sheet

(FB: Seeman Powerlessness Scale: Low is Power-
lessness) 5-15

5 40.1-402 Code 0-.1
1-.2

6* 41.1-41.2 Code as in Column #5

7 42.1-42.2 Code es in Column #5

8 43.1-43.2 Code es in Column #5

9* 44.1-44.2 Code as in Column i!/5

10* 45.1-45.2 Code as in Column -45

11* 46.1-46.2 Code as in Column ;,15

12 47.1-47.2 Code as in Column J,!5

13* 48.1-48.2 Code as in Column

14 49.1-49.2 Code as in Column

15 50.1-50.2 Code as in Column 5

(MB: Valuation of Desegregation-Integration:
Low is Low Valuation) 16-21

16 51.1 Code 1-SA-A
2-A-B
3-U-C
4-D-D
5-n-E

17* 51.2 Code es in Column -!16

18 51.3 Code as in Column 416

19 51.4 Code as in Column :;16
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Column #, Question_4 Code

20 51.5 Code as in Column 116

21* 51.6 Code as in Column 416

(FE: Preferred Degree of Social Distance: Low

is Greater Distance Preferred) 22-25

22 52.1-52.2 Be.t with /Jhite
7:167-777--
1-Yo (.2)

23 53.1-53.2 Dance with Jhite
Code as in Column #22

24 54.1-54.2 Party with ,rhite
Code as in Column #22

25 55.1-55.2 Intermarry with Uhitc
Ccde as in Column ff2

(7T3: Non Civil Rights Activity: Low is Little

Activity) 26-32

26 56.1-56.2 Church Groups
0-Never a member
1-Yes, a member of 1 Froup of

this kind
2-Yes, a member of 2 r.roups of

this kind
3-Yes, a member of 3 groups of

this kind
k-Yes, a member of 4 groups of

this kind
5-Yes, a member of 5 groups of

this kind
6-Yes, a member of 6 zroups of

this kind
7-Yes, a member of 7 groups of

this kind
8-Yes, a member of 8 groups of

this kind

27

28

57.1-57.2

58.1-58.2

Social Clubs
Code as in Column #26

Political Clubs
Code as in Column #26
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Calaam 7 Qvestion Code

29

3e

31

32

59.1-59.2

60.1-60.2

61.1-61.2

Job- or Union-Groups
Code as in Co/ 31 126

Parents' GromEE
Code as in Cal =026

Keighborhood Groups
Code as in Col iedd !--26

62 Mscellaneous Groups
Code as In Column 7726

(113: Odd Numbers Anti-hite Scale, Even Ambers
Anti-Negro Scale: Law is Pro) 33-47

33 63.1 Self-Coding: Take right off
Zuestionnaire

34* 63.2 Self-Coding: Take right off
questionnaire

35* 63 3 Self-Coding: Take right off
questionnaire

36* 63.4 Self-Coding: Take right off
uestionnaire

37 63.5 Self-Coding: Take right off
;luestionnaire

3a* 63.6 Sclf-Coding: Take right off
questionnaire

39* 63.7 Self-Coding: e right off
qgestionnaire

4C* 63.8 Self-Coding: Take right off
e;uestionnaire

41* 63.9 Self-Coding: Take right off
questionnaire

42* 63.10 3e1f-Coding: Take right off
questionnaire

43* 63.11 Self-Coding: Take rlrht off
questionnaire
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Column Lyestion Code

44*

45*

46*

47*

63.12

63.13

63.14

63.15

Self-Coding:

Self-Coding:

Self-Coding:

Self-Coding:

1.011111111041.01.....-

Take right off
Questionnaire

Take right off
tWestionnaire

Take right off
Questionnaire

Take right off
Questionnaire

48-57 64.1 through 0-No one !II house has
64.11 1-Respondoni, only, in 1968, once

2-Husband only, in 1968, once
3-Both, in 1968, once
4-Respondent only, prior to

1968, once
5-Husband only, prior to 1968,

once
6-Both, prior to 1968, once
7-1 or 4, but more than once
8-2 or 5, but more than once
9-3 or 6, but more than once

58-67 64.1 through Code: 0-No
64.11 1-Yes

58 64.1

59 64.2

60 64.3

61 64.4

62 64.5

63 64.6

64 64.7

65 64.8

66-67 64.9-64.10

Times 1

Times 1

Times 2

Times 3

Times 3; if more
also add 2

Times 3; if more
also add 2

Times 2

than 3 times,

then 3 times,

Times 5; if more than 2 times,
add 3

Times 5; if more than 2 times,
add 5
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Column # Question # Code

68-69

70-71

72 65.1-65.2

73 66.1-66.2

74* 67.1-67.2

75* 68.1-68.2

76* 69.1-69.2

77* 70.1-70.2

78 71.1-71.3

Add Columns 58-65, plus sum of
66-67

Add 0 for 0, 2, 5, 8
Add lts for 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9

Fear of Ph sical Punishment to
Child for Integrating
0-Yes (.1
1-No (.2)

Fear of Physical Punishment to
Famil for Inte ratin
0-Yes 1
1-No (.2)

More Opportunity for Child by
Integrating
0-Yes (,1)
1-No (.2)

Better Education for Child by
Integrating

1-No (.2)

Status Gain for Child in E es
of Peers
0-Yes (.1)
1-No (.2)

Status
of its
0-Yes
1-No

Gain for
Peers
(.1)
(.2)

Famil in E es

School Attended b Children
Al attend white integrated)
schools

2-4.11 attend Negro schools
3-At least one child in each
type of school
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221122111 2.122a112n.i Code

79 Last Wh, Doesn't the Child Attend the
question PtkaLi=1.21...aahasa
asked 0-Cannot afford

1-Fear: bad treatment
2-Child,s choice
3-Father's choice, other family
member

4-Superiority-eaua1ity of
black school

5-Superiority-equality of
white school

6-Distance, transportation;
travel

7-Little thought, inaction,
previous history

8-School administration made
decision

80 SC pin Color
0-Dark
1--Piedium
2-Light

NOTE TO CODERS: Unless otherwise specified, code 9 as
Don't know,
No answer,
Not applicable

*Reverse Coding

The two integrated schools are Aycock
and Cameron Park.
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Xi

X1

1.000

X2

X2 .050 1.000

X3 .133 .209

X7 -.179 -.010

X10 .117 .076

X11 .075 .251

X12 .023 .219

.065 .199

.298 .264

Corrastion Fatrix

X3 X7 Xlo "11 X12 X13 Y

1.000

-.110 1.000

-.001 .238 1.000

.522 -.290 -.051 1.000

.477 -.159 -.094 .383 1.000

.448 -.053 .055 .441 .546 1.000

.488 -.208 .007 .505 .349 .364 1.000





UNC Institute for Research

Project No. 244

Interviewer

Interview No.

Orange County Attitude and Opinion Study



Hello, I'm I'm with a group of people at

the University of North Carolina who are studying the opinions

and attitudes of the people of Orange County, and this household

has been selected at random to be interviewed. Since we are

looking at attitudes and opinions, there are no 'right' or 'wrong'

answers. Your opinions will be treated confidentially, and when

you and I finish, the information will be taken to the University
and put on IBM cards, so that we can compare the opinions of
people in different age groups, people in different jobs, and so

on. Your name will not be written do'..1 anywhere on this study.

First I'd like to get some background information.

1.

2.

3.

Are you (a) Single, (b) Married, (c) Widowed,
(d) Divorced, (e) Separated, (0 Deserted, (g) Other

(SPECIFY)

How many adults (17 and over) counting yourself, live here?

How many of your children (or children to whom you are
guardian) live with you?

How many of your boys are enrolled in Orange County
elementary schools, and in what grades?

4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6

agar! UFFITE7E Grade 3 UFFETT Grade 5 MITT

What is (are) the name(s) of the elementary school(s) the boys

go to?

How many of your girls are enrolled in Orange County
elementary schools, and in what grades?

5.1 5.2 5.3 5. 4 5.5

5.7

5.6

Grade 1 U7077 Grade 3 uyamarz Grade 5 TgaTT

What is (are) the name(s) of the elementary school(s) the
girls go to?

How old is your husband (IF HUSBAND NOT LrvING HERE, "FRIEND",
OR ELSE "THE NAN OF THE HOUSE")?

6. years
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And your age is?

7. years

Is your husband (or MAN OF THE HOUSE) employed at present?

8.1 yes
8.2 no

What sort of work does (if unemployed, "DID") he do?

8.3

9.

TITLE OF JOB, AND DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES

What is your religion, if any?

GENERAL NAME, AND DENOMINATION)

Do you ever attend church?

10,1 yes
10.2 no

11.

12.1
12.2
12.3
12.4
12.5
12.6

13.1
13.2
13.3
13.4

13.5

14,

(IF ANSWER IS 'NO' SKIP) Which church do you attend most

often?

GET NAME AND ADDRESS, OR PASTOR MINISTER

(IF ANSWER TO 10 IS 'NO' SKIP) How often would you say you

attend church?

Once a week or
2 or 3 times a
Once a month
Once in 2 or 3
3 times a year
Never

more
month

months
or less

Where did you live, for the most part, while you were growing

up?

In Oranze County
In the county next to Orange County
Not in Orange County, but in North Carolina
Not in North Carolina, but in the south

(WHERE?)
Not in the south WHERE?)

What was your father's usual job, while you were growing up?

TITLE OF JOB AND DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES (IF FARM, SPECIFY:

Owner? Tenant? Sharecropper? Manager? Farm Laborer?)
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Did your mother work outside the home durirg the years you

were growing up?

15.1 yes
15.2 no

(IF "YES" ASK) Did she usually work

15.3 Part time, 1 or 2 days a week
15.4 Part time, 3 or 4 days a week
15.5 Full time, 5 or more days a weak

Which elementary school is closer to your home, the nearest

Negro elementary school or the nearest white elementary school?

16.1 Negro school
16,2 White school
16.3 Both are about the same distance from the house

(IF EITHER 16.1 OR 16.2, ASK) Would you say that it is:

17.1 Much closer to my house
17.2 Just a little closer to my house

What was the highest grade of school you completed?

18. (SEE GUIDE)

What was the highest grade of school your mother completed?

19. (SEE GUIDE)

What was the highest grade of school your father completed?

20. (SEE GUIDE)

What was the highest grade of school your husband (Friend,

Man of the house) completed?

21, (SEE GUIDE)

GUIDE: 1 - 0-4
2-5-8
3 - at least 9, but not a high school graduate
4 - graduated from high school
5 - some non-college, post high school training
6 - some college
7 - graduated from college
C - post-graduate college
9 - Don't know, No answer

..PAUSE
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Kow Ild like to ask you some of your opinions on edueation. Would

you say that you (HAND CARL 1 TO RESPONDENT AND READ)

1 - Strongly agree
2 - Agree
3 - Ara undecided
4 - Disagree
5 - Strongly disagree

to the following statements:

22.1 Most young people are getting too much education.
22.2 An edueation is not much help in meeting the problems

of real life.
22.3 Education only makes a person discontented.
22.4 A good education is a great comfort to a man out of work.
22.5 The more education a person has, the better he is able

to enjoy life.
22.6 Education is more valuable than most people think.

About how many years of education do you think your children
will need to make a decent living?

23. years

If you had your own way, how many years of schooling would you
like your children to get?

24. years

Considering how things are, how many years of schooling do you
expect your child to finish?

25. years

26.1

26.2

26.3

26.4

26.5

Knowing what you do about the Orange County schools, how would
you compare the Negro schools and the white schools, over-all,
as to the ability of the schools to give a good education? In
giving your answer, think about such things as having good
teachers, enough supplies, enough books, the conditions of the
classrooms - are they too crowded - and other things that you
feel are important for getting a good education.

I think that the Negro schools give a much better edu-
eation than the white schools.
I think that the Negro schools give a little better
education than the wtite schools.
I really think that there is no difference in the odu
cation received at the white and Negro schools.
I think that the white schools give a much better edu-
cation than the Negro schools.
I think that the white schools give a little better
education than the Negro schools.
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Recemitly, the newspapers have been writing many articles on school
desegregation and integration. We'd like to ssk ;mu how zom think
different groups of people in Orange County (-ould) feel about zpur
enrellimg your child in a desegregated, formerly white school.
Bo yea , a' they:

1 - Strongly approve
2 - Approvy
3 - ReaLly don't care one may or the olier
- Disapprove

5 - Stranay disapprove
of school desegregati o.:. and integration:

27. Your relatives
28. Your friends amd. neighbors
29. The white people in Orange County
30. The Negro people in Orange County
31. Your husband (Friend, or man of the touse)
12. You

Whet do yaa think the chances are far comilete desegregation
ant integration of the Orange County schools?

33.1 ire now have complete school desegregn.tion and integra-
tion.

33.2 _We will have complete school desegregation, and integra-
tion very soon, in 3 or IF years at tha most.

33.3 lie will have complete school desegregtion and integra-
tion., but not very soon, not earlier than 5 years.

33.4 If me have complete integration, it won't be In my time.
33.5 We will never have complete integration.

If y©u were makimg an important decision about public problems, or
abusurtt what Is happening in the country or this community, how
Importmmt to yoi would. the opinion and advice of the following
persons be:

34.1
311L2
34.3
3k.141-3.5

- Very important
2 - Pair ly important
3 - Fairly
4 - Very =important

mai V&

fast of your relatives
Kost of your friends and neighbors
Host of the white people in Orange County
Prost of the Negro people in Orange County
Toter husband (Friend, or Plan of the house)

(P.ASE)
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Do you regularly:

35.1 Listen to news on the radio?

35.2 Watch the news shows on TV?

35.3 Read daily newspaper(s)?

35.4 Read newspaper(s) that come
out once a week?

35.5 Read magazine(s) that come
out once a week?

35.6 Read magazine(s) that come
out about once a month?

36.1

36.2

NO WHICH ONE(S)?

About how many hours during an average week do you:

hour(s) listen to news on the radio?

hour(s) watch the news on TV?

Now I'd like to read off the names of some people who have been
in the news recently. Actually, many people have heard of one
or two of the names, but very few people know who all of these
people are. I'll read off a name to you, and you tell me what
he does, or what he.is known for:

37.1 Howard Fuller

37.2 Nick Galifianakis

37.3 Reginald Hawkins

37.4 G. Paul Carr

37.5 Whitney Young

37.6 H. Rapp Brown

(PAUSE)

In most towns, there are usually some people who can get
things done for people. Who are the Negro people here (in
this community) who a person would go to to get something done?

38.1

38.2

38.3
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38.4

38.5

38.6

39.1

39.2

39.3

39.4

39.5

39.6

40.1

40.2

41.1

41.2

42.1

42 2

43.1

43.2

Who are the white people?

Now I'd like to ask your opinions about some areas of life.

Do you (1) AGREE (2) DISAGREE with the following statements:

There is not much use in people like me voting because
all the candidates are usually againat what I want.

There's little use writing to public officials beoause
often they aren't really interested in the problems of
the average man.

Nowadays a person has to live pretty much for today and
let tomorrow take care of itself.

In spite of what some people say, the lot of the average
man is getting worse, not better.

It's hardly fair to bring children into the world with
the way things look for the future.

These days a person doesn't know whom he can count on.

And now, I'd like to read to you several pairs of statements.
Choose the one statement out of the two read to you, that you
personally believe to be the most true:

Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are partly
due to bad luck. OR,
People's misfortunes result from the mistakes they make.

One of the reasons why we have wars is because people
don't take enough interest in politics. OR,

There will always be wars, no matter how hard people
try to prevent them.

No matter how hard you try, some people just don't like
you, OR,

People who can't get others to like them don't under-
stand how to get along with others.

I have Often found that what is going to happen will
happen. OR,

Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for me as
making a decision to take a definite course of action.
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44.1

1.1#4.2

Becoming a success is a matter of hard work; luck has
little or nothing to do with it. OR,

Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the right
place at the right time.

45.1 With enough effort we aan wipe out political
corruption. OR,

45.2 It is difficult for people to have much control over
the things politicians do in office.

46.1
462

47.1

47.2

What happens to me is my own doing. OR,

Sometimes I dontt feel that I have enough control over
the direction my life is taking.

Most of the time I dontt understand why politicians
behave the way they do. OR,

In the long run, the people are responsible for bad
government on a national as well as on a local level.

48.1 The average citizen can have an influence in government
decisions. OR,

48.2 This world is run by the few people in power, and there
is not nuch the little guy can do about it.

49.1

49.2

50.1

50.2

51.1

As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us are
the victims of forces we can neither understand nor
control, OR,

By taking an active part in political and social
affairs, the people can control world events.

Most people don't realize the extent to which their
lives are controlled by accidental happenings. OR,

There really is no such thing as Hluckfl.

Now Itd like for you to tell me whether you

A - Strongly Agree
B - Agree
C - .,16e undecided
D - Disagree
E - Strongly disagree

with the following statements:

Separate churches for white and colored people should be
maintained, since church membership is a matter of
individual choice.
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51.2 There is no difference between the Negro and white

reoes in their potenttal cultural and intellectual

level.

51.3

51.4

51,5

51.6

Admitting Negroes to white schools would not work,

because most Negroes do not have the necessary

background to keep up with the white students.

If a Negro were elected to public office, social

pressures by both whites and Negroes would prevent

his doing a good job.

One of the reasons for maintaining segregation is

that the Negro will be able to find more equal

opportunities with his own people.

The best way to solve the race problem is to

encourage intermarriage so that there will eventually

be only one race.

Do you think you would ever find it a little distasteful:

to eat at the same table with a white person?

52.1 yos
52.2 no

to dance with a white person?

53.1 yes
53.2 no

to go to a party and find that most of the people were
white?

54.1 yes
54.2 no

to have a white person marry someone in your family?

55.1 yes
55.2 no
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56.1
56.2

57.1
57.2

And now I'd like to ask you about your membership in various
kinds of organizations. Have you ever been a member of a
church group, or church ladies club?

Yes - How many groups or clubs of this kind?
No

A local social club?

Yes - If more than one, how many?
No

A local political club or organization?

58.1 Yes - If more than one, how many?
58.2 No

A job-connected club, group or union?

59.1 Yes - If more than one, how many?
59.2 No

A parents' organization, either at school or otherwise?

60.1 Yes - If more than one, how many?
60,2 No

A neighborhood group or club?

61.1 Yes - If more than one, how many?
61.2 No

Any other group, club, organization or society? (SPECIFY)

62.
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Now these last 3 sets of questions and we're through. First,

I'd like you to listen to each statement that I read, and
tell me if you would say:

1 - I agree very much
2 - I agree pretty much
3 - I agree a little
4 - I disagree a little
5 - I disagree pretty much
6 - I disagree very much

63.1 There are many white people who are not prejudiced and
who sincerely believe that Negroes are equal.

63.2 A large part of the problems facing Negroes today are
caused by Negroes themselves.

63.3 Most white people are always looking for ways to cheat
and steal from the colored people.

63.4 Too many Negroes, when they get a little money, spend
it all on whiskey, flashy cars, or expensive clothes.

63.5

63.6

63.7

Usually, it is not a mistake to trust a'white person.

Segregation and Jim Crow will never end unless the
average colored person becomes better educated and
better mannered.

No matter how nicely they treat a colored person, white
people don't really mean it.

63.8 A great many Negroes become overbearing and disagreeable
when given positions of responsibility and authority.

63.9

63.10

63.11

63.12

Fre7rocs arc usually in better physical shape, and
*healthier, than whites.

One important reason why Negroes are discriminated
against in housing is that they don't keep up the
property.

There is nothing lower than white trash.

One big reason why racial prejudice is still so strong
is that Negroes offend people by being so sensitive
about racial matters.

63.13 White people are only friendly to Negroes when they
want something out of them.

63.14

63.15

With all the drinking, cutting, and other immoral acts
of some Negroes, white people are almost justified for
being prejudiced.

The world might be a better place if there were fewer
white people.
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Tbis set of questions has to do with Civil Rights

activities. Have either you or the man of the house ever:

(;SK :ALL 'YES' OR 'NO' QUESTIONS FIRST. THEN GO BACK AND ASK THE

REST OF 3: QUESTIONS FOR THOSE ACTIVITIES RECEIVING 'YES' ANSWERS

ONLY)

64.1 Signed a civil
rights petition

64.2 Attended civil
rights meetings

64.3 Joined civil
rights organization

64.4 Been elected/
appointed an office
in a civil rights
organization

64.5 Marched for civil
rights

64.6 Picketted for
civil rights

64.7 Boycotted store or
place of business
for civil rights

64.8 Taken part in sit-
in for civil rights

64.9 Been arrested for
civil rights acti-
vity

64.10 Participateft in a
riot for civil
rights

64.11 Done any other
civil rights acti-
vity (SPECIFY)

You
Husband? No. of When
o ? Times WHAT YEARS)

i

1

I

I

.

I

,

t

i
I

It

.

i

I

I
I I

/

1

i

1
i
i

;
1

I

i

i
I

I

!

11

t

I
/

I

/

1

I
i

i

I
1
i
i
I.

I

I

I

i
I
;t

I

I

i
i

1

i

i
i
i

I

t
I

I

1
t

i

i

i

i

1

.

I
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And now these last questions:

Do you think your child would be beaten up if he attends a

school with whites?

65.1 yes
65.2 no

Do you think your family would be beaten up if your child

attends school with whites?

66.1 yes
66.2 no

Do you think your child will make more money and have more

opportunity if he attends a school with whites?

67.1 yes
67.2 no

Do you think your child would obtain a better education by

attending a school with whites?

68.1 yes
68.2 no

Do you think your child would be looked up to more by his

friends by attending school with whites?

69.1 yes
69.2 no

Do you think your family would be looked up to more by

friends if your child attends school with whites?

70.1 yes
70.2 no

Does your child attend Negro or white elementary schools?

71.1 white
71.2 Negro
71.3 at least one child in each

whv (don't) Irnirr (children) attend the (Negro) schools?
(doesn't) '1' (child) (white)

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND EFFORT.

SC:
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APPENDIX V



Interviewer Fanual

by

Karvin Levy

(with minor changes and additions to the original

by
Furray Binderman)



The .nformation you are about to receive in this
manual is to serve as a guide to all interviewers en-
gaged in the conduct of this survey. The interviewer is
asked to become thoroughly familiar with this manual, the
contents of the'questionnaire, and the proper method of
questionnaire administration.

The interviewer role is an exceedingly difficult
but important one to assume. The reliability and vali-
dity of the survey rest on the skill with which the
interviewer administers the questionnaire. In turn, the
value of the results of this study to the community, in
terms of evaluation and planning for future community
needs and requirements, is dependent on accurate, complete

data.

If, during the course of the training sessions, any
questions arise as to procedure, interpretation, data
gathering or recording, make certain the questions are
answered and any problems solved. .

Interviewing Procedure

The art of interviewing consists of creating the
proper situation in which the respondent's answers will
approach complete reliability and validity. The respon-
dent should feel encouraged to voice her frank opinions
and attitudes without 'receiving the impression that they
are negattvely received by the interviewer, or that they
will be maintained in any but the most professional con-
fidence. The interviewer should, under no circumstances,
express surprise or reveal private judgments as to the
respondent's answers.

The following steps should be understood and under-
taken by the interviewer.

1. Create a Friendly iltmosphere

a. The interviewer's introduction should be brief,
casual, and positive. The introduction should assure the
respondent that a reliable organization is conducting the
research and that the interview is of the utmost impor-
tance. It should also include a general statement as to
the purpose of the interview. The organization conducting
the study is interested in the responses to the questions;
thus, the interviewer should get to the questions as
quickly and smoothly as possible.

b. The aim of the interviewer should be to interview
every eligible subject. A small proportion of the popula-
tion may be suspicious, and a larger percentage may
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require a bit of encouragement or wild persuasion; but
the competent interviewer will soon discover that less
than one potential respondent in twenty actually will
tern her down. rany people seen flattered to be singled
out for an interview, lidgle others seem delighted at the
-opportunity to voice an opinion and have an audience.
The interviewer should answer any legitimte questions
that the respondent asks and should, if necessary, pro-
dace her credentials and explain that names are not
recorded, and tbat the interview is not a test (there
are UD *right' or "wrong* answers), but simply an attempt
to find out what many of the people are thinking by
asking a few of them what ,they, are thinking.

The interviewer's manner should be friendly,
comersational and unbiased. She should be

neither too grin nor too effusive, neither too talkative
nor too timid. A. competent interviewer puts her respon-
deist at east so as to be able to fully and freely elicit
information.

d. Of great importance is the point that an informal,
comversatioml interview is dependent upon a complete and
tharoulth mstery of the actual Questions in the schedule
blr interviewer. She should be femiliar enotksh with
the questions and their order to present them conversa-
tionally, rather tten to read them stiffly, to know which
anes are larwinent without pausing to study the question-
naire in detail.

e. The interviewer's nniction can be likened to that
of a reporter, not tkat of en evangelist, a curiosity-
seeker, or a detator. The interviewer should take all
shades of opinion in her stride. showing neither surprise,
nor disauIroval nor shock at a respondent's answers.
the competent interviewer assumes an interested manner
toward the respondent's replies and never divulges
persoml opinion. If she is asked for her view, she
lightly laughs off the request with the remark that her
job at the 1110ment is to obtain opinions, not to have them..

It. The interviewer Rust keep the control of the
Interview in her mai bends, discouraging irrelevent con-
versation and enrleavoring to keep the respondent on the
point. Fortunately, she will um-m.11y find that the
vambling, talkative respondent is the very one who least
resents a fira but pleasant insistence on attention to
the business of the interview.



2. Aghlna_IMARestion

a. Ask each question as it is worded.

b. Do not attempt to explain or interpret the ques-

tion. If a respondent gives evidence of not understanding
a particular question the interviewer can only repeat it
slowly, with proper emphasis, offering only such explana-
tion es may be specifically authorized in her instruc-
tions. If the respondent continues to lack 'understanding
of the question, note this fact on the questionnaire and
go on to the next question. Fortunately, lack of under-
standing will rarely occur, since most of the questions
have been tested for clarity to a respondent on a sample
similar in most respects to the one you are interviewing,

and unclear and offending questions have, as a result,
been noted and revised,

c. The questions must be asked in the same order as
they appear in the questionnaire.

d. Every question must be asked, unless the
directions on the questionnaire specifically require the
interviewer to omit certain contingency questions. In

the event that the respondent has already answered a
question as a result of a preceding one, the interviewer
may preface the question with the remark, nYou have al-
ready said something about this, but let me ask you ....n
This will indicate to the subject that the interviewer
has paid attention to the responses.

3. Obtain the Resoonse

a. Obtain a soecific con lete response. The re-
spondent may attempt, with or without meaning to, to talk
'around' the subject of the question, without answering
the actual question. Some of the conversation on the

part of the respondent may be in the nature of recall,
and thus be useful in helping her to arrive at an answer.
While not stopping her abruptly, the interviewer should
gently and persistently repeat the question until an
answer hes been obtained.

b. The interviewer must be extremely careful to omit
the supplying of a possible response. Do not lead the
respondent into an answer. If, for exaERI-7-the re-
spondent hesitates in the selection from alternative/
responses to a closed-ended question, the interviewer
can only repeat the question, or ask, nIn general, what
would you say?n Again, the interviewer must never
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suggest the choice of an answer.

c. An nI don't known or nI can't remembern response
may require a bit of delicate probing on the interviewer's
part. The respondent may have ideas about a subject but
may never have been called upon to articulate them before.
She may not remember because an event occurred in the
distant past or was unpleasant. Remember that a
judiciously worded probe may result in information other-
wise not attainable.

do If a qualification is given to a nYes-Non or
nAgree-Disagreen type of question, the competent inter-
viewer will say, nIn general, what would you say?ft or
nThe way things look to you now, what would you say?ft

If the respondent continues to qualify her answer, the
interviewer should make a note of the qualification next
to the question.

4. Eiken.1112191Egaa

a. Record the answers clearlz. Illegible hand-
writing or careless recording may render the entire ques-
tionnaire useless. The interviewer should remember that
the coding and analysis of the questionnaire are to be
done by individuals who are unfamiliar with her hand-
writing. Record the responses in the places assigned for
this purpose and use no abbreviations unless they are
commonly accepted ones. The interviewer might put her-
self in the position of the questionnaire coder and ask
herself whether the entries on the questionnaire would
be clear, readable and unambiguous if she were reading
them for the first time, rather than entering them.

b. rake a habit of checking through each interview
immediately after its completion. If the euestionnaire
lacks any information, or contains errors and omissions,
this will be the only time that such problems can be
corrected. Some of the answers may not have been recor-
ded in their entirety during the course of the interview.
If the interview is edited immediately, a more complete
answer is attainable and, once recorded, will increase
the usefulness of the questionnaire for the study.

c. repondent The competent
interviewer does not summarize the reply in her own
words, nor does she npolish upn slang, incorrect grammar
or weak vocatulary.
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5. !Sample

The interviewer has the ultimate responsibility to

interview the subject who has been selected for the

sample. Hake certain to contact the correct person. If

unable to do so, report back to the interviewer super-visor.immediately for instructions. Failure to interview
the subjects 65lected for the sample can render the entire

survey invalid. Under no circumstances should the inter-

viewer take it upon herself to selectig respondent to re-

place the one unable to be interviewed.

6. Bias

The interviewer's evaluation of the respondent, as
well as the respondent's evaluation of the interviewer
influence the interview situation and the results ob-

tainad therewith. In order to keep bias at a minimum,

there are several cautions that dust be heeded.

a. The interviewer's appearance must be neutral.

This means that the interviewer might be classified by

the respondent in any one of a number of categories:

rich, poor, well-educated, poorly-educated, Democrat,
Republican, urban-reared, rural-reared, and so on. The

impression of flgeneralnese should be maintained through-

out the interview. While the means of maintaining this

guise will vary from locality to locality, some
suggestions might be advanced:

(1) Dress should be plain and neat.

(2) Personal appearance should be "average."

(3) Speech should be carefully modulated,
including choice of vocabulary.

(4) During the course of the interview, the
inter7iewer should refrain from expressing
opinions, even if they are in agreement
with those of the respondent.

b. When possible, conduct the interview privately,

so that the respondent does not have to modify her

responses in acknowledgment of a third party. It may be

necessary to interview a housewife while her children
are present. Avoid, however, interviewing a respondent
while frieres or family are in the same room in which
the interview is to be conducted. If this situation
appears likely to occur, stress the importance and the
private nature of the interview, as well as the necessity
of obtaining only her opinions and attitudes. Suggest

that the interview be conducted in another part of the
house, perhaps the kitchen or the dining room.
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c. Adopt an informal, conversational manner..

d. Do not form any opinions of the respondent on
the basis of prior experience or knowledge. For
instance, it would be an error to assume that a 4th
grade education would limit either.the ability of the
respondent to reply to certain questions or the utility
of such responses.

Finally, remember to Eskamestions of.mur_supervisor
gan&samugltegtzsaginr you dealin7 with the studx.
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